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Fresh from Creemore:
Lot 9 Traditional Pilsner.
Lot 9 was one of the ﬁrst land grants built upon in Creemore some 200 years ago. It was
rugged, rocky and darn-near unfarmable at the time. But through hard work and sheer
determination, the founders of Creemore transformed what was an unlikely patch of land
into some of the most prosperous crops around. To honor this, we brew Lot 9—a pilsner as
golden as the ﬁelds themselves were, and as refreshing as the river that ran through them.

THERE’S
A PARTY

BREWING!

camp big

Saturday, August 22nd 2015

A celebration
of Creemore
—the brewery,
the town
and the beer.

Visit creemoresprings.com or
copperkettlefestival.ca for more info.

Family-sized gear for mega memories
Discover camping tips, ideas and awesome gear from MEC.

Must be legal drinking age.

mec.ca/familycamping

#campbig

NEW LOCAL FINDS!
EXHALE TANK AND ALLEGRO SHORT
Locally owned OOMF Activewear features
this tank and shorts from Canadian
manufacturer TONIC. Both pieces have a
superior feel and durability. The fabric is
designed for the demands of performance.
Nothing feels like it!
Find it at:

OOMF Activewear
705 446 2627
oomfactivewear.com

BRIGHTS’ Gallery, Blue Mountain Village

VILLAGE AT
BLUE

Mention this ad for a FREE gift!
Call for a free Home or Office consultation.
Find it at: Bright’s
DISCOVERYGallery
CENTREbrightsgallery.com
705 445 4999,

GOLF
CLUB HOUSE

GEORGIAN CHRISTMAS is locally owned
and operated year-round. We are a
Christmas, gift and souvenir store, offering
a wide array of products such as specialty
custom hand-painted ornaments to add
to your collection, holiday home decor to
really deck out your home this season,
special souvenirs to remind you of your
visit to The Blue Mountains.
Find it at:
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Scenic Caves Nature Adventures

bly Natural!
Supersceniccaves.com

Canada’s
Longest Twin-Zip Line!

SCENIC CAVES FEATURES...
• 420 ft. Suspension Bridge • Caves / Caverns to Explore
• Thunderbird 1/2-mile Twin-zip Line Ride • Mini-golf
• Gemstone Mining • Big Rock Railroad • Snack Bar
• Picnic Area • Fish Pond • Adventure Playground
• Gift Shop • Fabulous Panoramic Views

RUNNING / HIKING SHOES REQUIRED

260 Scenic Caves Road, Blue Mountains, Near Collingwood • 705.446.0256
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Fully Detached Community
All Brick or All Wood exterior ﬁnishes
9’ Ceilings on main ﬂoor
Gas Fireplace in Great Room
Oak Staircase
Stainless Steel Hood Fan
Close to Downtown, Trails & Skiing,
plus more!

Upgrade Bonus!

Line 1 Hardwood in Great Room
PLUS Central Air Conditioning

SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
from

$283900
* Speak with a Sales Representative for details. Offer valid until September 31, 2015. Prices and speciﬁcations subject to change without notice. E.& O. E.

On the cover: Scott Parent investigates the wreck of the Sweepstakes, Big Tub Harbour, Tobermory. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.
On this page: Supreme Great Lakes surfing. MARC LANDRY PHOTO.
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For more information, call 1-866-775-0333 or visit GrandviewHomesNorth.com
Visit our Model Home at the corner of Poplar Sideroad and Clark just east of High St. in Collingwood.
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Scandinavian Design is the cornerstone in all Helly Hansen gear. The optimal
combination of purposeful design, protection and style – this is why professional
sailors, mountain guides and discerning enthusiasts choose Helly Hansen.
HE L LY H AN SEN . CO M

GUESTITORIAL

SEED SAVING

JASON VAN BRUGGEN PHOTO.

By Dan Naccarato
The sun is my alarm clock this morning, but it has to pierce through a
curtain of haze that hovers above the squash fields before entering my
trailer window. Today marks my one-month anniversary working on this
20-acre organic farm in southern Ontario, and it’s forecast to be the
hottest day of the young season thus far. The interns and WWOOFers—
an acronym for World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms—are waking
up before 6 am to get a head-start on weeding and harvesting while it’s
still relatively cool outside.
None of this concerns me—in fact, it makes me feel even more
satisfaction about my decision to abandon my big-city lifestyle and
instead pursue a new career as an organic farmer. The notion of leaving
a 9-to-5 office job to grow vegetables and raise chickens and goats may
conjure up feelings of nostalgia and romance or an idyllic existence far
removed from urban pollution and overcrowding. Yet there are many other
factors driving those of us who are determined to devote their daily lives
to growing crops organically, because it doesn’t take long to discover
that small-scale farming typically involves working longer hours for a far
more modest income.
I first worked on a farm for several years during university and had
always yearned to return to the land and develop greater knowledge and
experience with organic and sustainable agricultural practices, which
could benefit both myself and others. I felt I had gotten too caught up in
life's diversions and needed to redirect my focus back to the values that
were most important to me.
Since April 2014, I have worked on four different farms in my efforts to
hone these skills. The owners have ranged from a couple in their midtwenties who had just purchased the property from a retired farmer in
Erin, Ontario, to a northern California couple who have been seed-saving,
hand-pollinating, experimenting with hundreds of plant species, and
living sustainably off the land for more than 35 years. This is despite the
challenges they have faced in the wake of the ongoing drought that is
threatening to alter the agricultural landscape of California.
I don’t need any studies, scientific or otherwise, debating the veracity
of whether or not organically grown food is more nutritious than
conventionally grown food—I just have to eat a couple of mouthfuls of
lettuce or tomato that I’ve harvested to know that there is no comparison
in terms of flavour and the energy boost that will follow.
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Although taste and nutritional value may have been the factors that
initially led me to start eating (and gardening) organically, ongoing
concerns around food security have inspired me to give organic farming
a greater role in my daily life. Almost 100 percent of certain crops are
genetically modified, most notably corn, soy, and canola, and these
ingredients are making their way into countless packaged goods and
then into most restaurants as well as into livestock feed. The only way
to guarantee that you won’t be consuming genetically modified versions
of these crops is to avoid them altogether or buy organic, which also
guarantees that the farmer growing these crops won’t be further
poisoning the environment with genetically modified varieties or the
pesticides that tend to go hand-in-hand with them.

As I walk barefoot through the hot soil pulling
weeds and harvesting vegetables for the weekly
farmers’ market, I detect an inner peace that I had
suppressed for years.
The simple equation is that for each organic farm providing food, there
is one less conventional farm condoning a system that degrades soil,
damages ecosystems, breeds disease-resistant pests in plants and
antibiotic-resistant bacteria in animals, and supporting an industry
dominated by a handful of giant corporations whose primary goal is profit
at any cost. The fortunate side-effect of my return to organic farming has
been the opportunity to get involved with a growing community of people
who share similar interests, ideals, and compassion for the earth, and
are working actively to bring positive change into the world. It has also
allowed me to develop a deeper connection to the land and to the living
things with whom we share it.
As I walk barefoot through the hot soil pulling weeds, and harvesting
beets for the weekly farmers’ market, I detect a sense of inner peace that
I had suppressed for years. And it brings to mind a verse from Wendell
Berry’s poem “The Seeds”: “He has prepared a way for his life to come
to him, if it will. Like a tree, he has given roots to the earth, and stands
free.” It is on days like these that I feel most human.

MOUNTAINLIFEMAG.CA/INTHISISSUE

Green Trip: Heli-trekking the Rockies “With spotty cell reception, unnamed
mountains, and no roads, you get an overwhelming sense of freedom and calm up here; it
reminds me of childhood and discovering the forest in your back yard with your new best
friend.” Check Melanie Chambers’ account of a mountain trekking trip to the new, ecofriendly Mallard Mountain Lodge, in the remote Punch Bowl region of the BC Rockies.

Smart Wilderness: the Case for GPS Backup “I definitely avoid
traveling with others who insist on listening to their iPod rather than the call of the
loon. But I also believe the fire pit should no longer be the only hot spot out there.
Happy Camper and canoe guidebook author Kevin Callan offers tips on the latest
backcountry satellite gizmos.

Safely Co-existing with Bears this Summer Bear attacks are very rare,
but everyone will feel a whole lot better this summer knowing these valuable tips on
safe ursine interaction.

+Vids of foilboarding, paddling Lake Superior’s incredible Slate Islands, drone
flights over the Bruce Peninsula, Bognor’s unforgettable obsidian knapper, and more.

MountainLifeMedia

MtnLifeMedia
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“Pain is temporary but your result
posted on the Internet is forever.”
– Racer’s Adage

Bruce Peninsula Multisport Race competitors paddle past sunken dock structures off Cape Croker, Georgian Bay. NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.

RUMBLE ON THE BRUCE
By Nelson Phillips

The Bruce Peninsula is rugged and hearty – a craggy three-sided
projection of land with innumerable inlets, bays, lakes, cliffs, and cedars.
It’s only fitting that this UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve would
become the location for a challenging multisport race that rivals the best
endurance courses in North America, all the while promoting health and
outdoor sport in the last great wild of southern Ontario.

but the BPMR also features an easily achieved 25km short course.
These racers kayak or canoe for 4km, mountain-bike for 16km and then
finish with a scenic 5km run along what Grigg calls “the nicest part
of the Bruce Trail.” Winners take home prizes from Suntrail Source for
Adventure in Hepworth and Alternative Wheels in Owen Sound. These
shops also provide boat and bike rentals for the event.

Keen to create an iconic event, athlete Jack Van Dorp and a group of
locals founded the Bruce Peninsula Multisport Race (BPMR) five years
ago. Race organizer Leigh Grigg brings a serious resume – formerly the
varsity athletics Marketing Director at Lakehead University, he also helped
organize the Sydney and Vancouver Olympic Games, the Melbourne
Commonwealth Games, and BC’s Squamish Triathlon. With these skills,
Grigg makes the BPMR a logistical dream for racers and volunteers alike.

The race is attracting some national attention. Last summer Yukon airline
Air North caught wind of the event and offered support with round-trip
airfares to the Yukon alongside race admission to the famous Yukon River
Quest, the longest annual canoe and kayak course in the world.

Grigg says the Bruce wasn't chosen as the host location so much as the
event was conceptualized specifically for the region and tailored to its
unique attributes.
Van Dorp notes the BPMR’s humble beginnings were inspired by
Speight's Coast to Coast race in New Zealand.
“The distances are based on the trails and geography available, with the
overall goal of something approximately 100km in length,” says Van Dorp.
“The main thing that makes this race location unique is that it takes
place almost entirely on or below the Niagara Escarpment – from several
places on the course you can see where you've come from and where
you're going next.”
Grigg adds that the BPMR has been called “one of the best organized races
anywhere” by noted adventure racer and ultra-runner Dr. Richard Ehrlich.
Last year saw the course compressed entirely into the Bruce’s
Neyaashiinigmiing (Cape Croker) First Nation reserve, north of Wiarton.
The compacted footprint means the course needs the support of over 60
landowners, who volunteer the use of their properties to the run and bike
stages, as well as transition stages. As a result, the course is tweaked
every year to accommodate the needs of the landowners who help make
it happen.
The Buff Long Course is 100 grueling kilometres of paddle–bike–run–
bike–run and attracts endurance athletes from around North America,
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“Air North also donated two round-trip airfares this year that we'll be
awarding to the top finisher in both the male and female solo Buff Long
Course categories. Buff Long Course racers are always pretty competitive
just for bragging rights and the adage that ‘pain is temporary but your
result posted on the Internet is forever.’ This year we're really looking
forward to some extra drama at the front of the pack,” says Grigg.
There’s something for the small-fry, too. The Summer House Park Kids
Race – an obstacle bike-and-run course in Wiarton’s Bluewater Park –
will benefit the Bruce Peninsula Health Services Foundation. Bluewater
Park also hosts a vendors’ village with with live music and local food.
The Kids Race features the same finish line as the big races, Grigg
explains. “In 2011 we had the Long Course winner finish right beside a
six-year-old … caught on camera, of course. A lot of people assumed
that the photo was staged but if you look closely, the kid is going hard
and the Long Course racer is genuinely and completely spent.”

luxury fashion for discerning women

NEW

LOCATION

In true Bruce Pen fashion, Grigg makes sure to note that the event
proudly boasts a nearly 1:1 volunteer-to-racer ratio. The BPMR
was painstakingly run by a 144-strong volunteer army in 2014, who
completed over 200 volunteer shifts.
“It's evident that the friendly volunteers from the Bruce are really calling
this event their own and we as organizers never take that for granted,”
Grigg adds.

shopdana.ca | 705.446.1496

Check out Nelson Phillips’ drone footage of last year’s kayak race at
mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue
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FIVE CONVERSATION STARTERS FOR
THE BLUE MOUNTAIN GONDOLA
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By Colin Field
The Blue Mountain Downhill gondola is a funny thing. If you’re riding
alone you’ll be crammed in with five other strangers all facing each
other, eyeing one another and trying to make light conversation. It can
be awkward. If you’re stuck for things to talk about, here are a few of the
standards.

1

WHISTLER

In the six minutes it takes to reach the top of Blue Mountain, it’s
inevitable that someone will mention Whistler. Whether the person has
been there, is going there or has a friend that went once, the pissing
contest begins with two syllables: Whistler. To guarantee you can win
said contest, be sure to study up on your Whistler facts; dropping words
like A-Line, Dirt Merchant or Crankworx will instantly increase your status
amongst the five dudes staring at you.

2

GEAR

Here’s a conversation starter for every ride you’ll ever take on the Blue
Mountain gondy. If you can recall how many millimetres of offset you had
on the front suspension of your 2006 Kona Stinky, now’s the time to tell
someone. Because this is about the only place in the world you’ll find
someone who actually gives a damn. More than likely they’ll top it with
something like, “Oh sure, but it wasn’t as crazy as my Girvins.”
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3

THE GLORY DAYS

Younger riders won’t remember trails like Highway or Autobahn. That’s
because those trails are long gone. And were they ever any good?
Debatable. But since you’re the only one who can remember them, be
sure to elevate their legendary status. Those trails totally had the best
berms, the gnarliest drops, the lippiest lips and the best flow of all time.
What? You don’t remember? Aw man, you should’ve seen it…

4

TRAIL CONDITIONS

Another endless conversation starter. Tacky, slick, buffed, choppy, loose,
bumpy, roller, swampy, washboard are all used by the DH crowd. And
there are a thousand more words used to describe trail conditions. DH
mountain bikers can uncannily recall every root, rock and puddle on
every trail they’ve ever ridden. So if someone says, “Hey you know that
stick that was on top of that root on the 17th corner of Squeaker just
below the rock garden after the tabletop?” Just say yes. It’ll speed the
conversation along.

5

KEN KLOWAK

A Blue Mountain legend if ever there was one. If anything, his name
should inspire a moment of silence from all the riders on the Gondola.
Thanks for pioneering this place, Ken. RIP.

Located mountainside at Blue Mountain Resort
Fox - Billabong - Obey - Nixon - Landyachtz - Oakley
705-443-5801 | bluemountain.ca

UPFRONT

Offering daily sightseeing tours, private charters, sunset dinner
cruises, local wine tastings, specialty cruises and weddings aboard
a 65’ vessel departing out of the Collingwood Harbour.

A new offering from Georgian Bay Islands National Park, the Prospector Tent – a heavy-duty duck canvas shelter complete with cots, a stove, chairs and a table – makes camping here super easy. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.

RATTLER-READY ON
BEAUSOLEIL ISLAND
Thankfully my son spotted the rattler. It was well camouflaged, but it was
in a dangerous spot: smack dab in the middle of the trail. A couple more
steps and it would have been directly underfoot, or dangling by its fangs
from Taj’s four-year-old leg. Which would be a total trip-ender.
But like most boys, he’s good at spotting anything mildly interesting
on the trail – a shiny piece of garbage, a gun-shaped stick, or even a
rattler. Being directly between us and Goblin Bay, the snake presented
a problem however; it was one of those 30°C+ days and we’d
promised that after reaching Fairy Lake, we’d go to Goblin Bay for a
swim. So we had to get around this thing.
At the time, I was suffering from a bulged disk in my back, making any
kind of quick movement excruciating. But I took the lead. With a long
y-shaped stick in hand, I began skirting around the snake, holding my
stick in the snake’s direction. I told my family to get behind me, but as I
stepped slowly sideways facing the snake, the rock I was on rolled over.
Unable to move quickly, I fell awkwardly towards the snake. It recoiled
tightly, and prepared to strike. But I regained my balance and stayed very
still. Then, after my family passed quietly behind me, I carefully tiptoed
the rest of the way around the snake. Then we were off to Fairy Lake.
Crisis averted.
By comparison, the rest of our stay on Georgian Bay Islands National
Park’s Beausoleil Island was uneventful. But lovely. Spending three
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Perfect for ANY occasion

with a capacity to hold up to 70 passengers,
L.C.B.O licensed, indoor & outdoor seating
on two decks and a snack bar.

Book Your Spot Today

nights in the Park’s newest offering, the Prospector Tent, was like
glamping for us. A heavy-duty duck canvas shelter complete with cots, a
stove, chairs and a table make camping here super easy. And the Park’s
shuttle from Honey Harbour made it simple to get here.

Unable to move quickly,
I fell awkwardly towards the
snake. It recoiled tightly,
and prepared to strike.

With double-track trails crisscrossing the island, biking from
one end to the other is easy for
the whole family.

As we approached Goblin Bay
after our serpentine encounter,
we scrambled downwards over
rooty limestone and were rewarded with the ultimate view: crystal clear
water and a private sandy beach all to ourselves. This was worth every
second we spent getting here.
I hadn’t visited Beausoleil Island since my childhood; my parents
brought us here as new immigrants in the ‘70s. I don’t remember it.
My son probably won’t either. But I will always remember our encounter
with a rattler. And I'll be back to Beausoleil with my mountain bike, my
paddleboards and my family. Because it's about as easy as ‘getting away
from it all’ can be.

Location Hurontario St. & SidelaunchWay by the L.C.B.O.
Phone 705-443-1124 Web CollingwoodCharters.ca
Email info@collingwoodcharters.ca

–Colin Field
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INNOVATION

DESIGNED IN CANADA
DISTINCTLY CANADIAN
Rider: Simon Whitfield, Canadian Olympic Gold Medalist
Location: Tofino, BC
Board: Carbon Race 14.0

SUP

www.bluwaveSUP.com

THE WAVE
SERIES

facebook.com/ bluwaveSUP

THE WOODY
SERIES

twitter.com/bluwaveSUP

THE TOURING
SERIES

instagram.com/bluwaveSUP

THE iSUP
SERIES

YOGA

Blu Wave, Canada’s leading SUP brand, is proud to call Southern Georgian Bay home. We are excited to announce the relocation of our Canadian operations from
the GTA to the beautiful shores of Georgian Bay, the waters that inspired Blu Wave in the beginning. To purchase online or find your local dealer,
visit www.bluwave.ca or call us toll free at 1-866-404-3155

PHOTO COURTESY OF F-ONE.

Blu Wave is a proud supporter of the Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation - Ontario Region. A portion of
the proceeds of the sale our special edition Give Pink Ride Blu SUPs and paddles, goes to help support the
foundation’s efforts in creating a world without breast cancer. #givepinkrideblu

NEXT UP: FOILBOARDING
The latest windsport trend blows our way
By Colin Field
Every few years a technology comes along that revolutionizes a relatively
new sport like kiteboarding. A few years ago bow kites lit up the industry,
getting everyone excited about a wider wind range and beginner
accessibility. This year it’s foilboarding that has the entire kiteboarding
industry buzzing.

Grand Bend’s Jellyfish boards has also been working on releasing
a hydrofoil. They hope to have their carbon model available later this
summer.

“I was so sceptical a couple of years ago, but now I’m totally a convert,”
says Kitesurfing magazine’s John Bryja. An Oliphant local, he’ll be riding
his foil on Lake Huron this summer. Many kiteboarders are comparing the
feeling of riding a foil to flying.

So what’s so great about the foil? Well, other than making the rider feel
like they’re flying, the light-wind possibilities are a kiteboarder’s wet
dream. “You can get out in five to six knots of wind,” says Bryja. In a
sport where wind is everything, being able to get on the water in so little
wind is a huge advantage. It also means that kiters won’t need bigger
kites in their quiver; they’ll just add a foilboard to their board lineup.

While hydrofoiling is nothing new in the world of sailing and even water
skiing (remember the Air Chair?), for the kite world, it is the availability of
the boards that is sparking the revolution. A number of manufacturers are
now offering the boards and some of them, at a reasonable price.

But don’t be fooled. It isn’t easy. For Bryja, who’s been kiting since the
early days of the sport, it took four sessions of about three hours each
before he was up and
riding.

So what is a foilboard? Using the same principles as any hydrofoiling
vessel, a below-water mast extends under the base of the board. And on
the end of that mast, generally about a metre down for kiteboards, is a
fuselage with a couple of wings. When the board gets up to speed, the
board lifts out of the water, riding on the below-water wings, providing a
silent, smooth ride for the kiteboarder.

“Everything you’ve
learned in every other
board sport goes
out the window,” he
says. But for him, the
learning curve was worth every second of frustration. “It gets rid of all
the chop. It actually feels like you’re powder skiing; it’s absolutely silent
and you get that same feeling.”

Until 2015 these boards were relegated to the racing set; their price and
fragility made them prohibitive. But when the kiteboard brand Liquid Force
saw the free-riding potential for the foil, they set to designing one that
would be accessible to beginners, rugged enough for everyday use, and
reasonably priced. And they did it. Their Foil Fish comes in at about $1400.
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Landscapes with style

“Everything you’ve learned in
every other board sport goes out
the window.” - John Bryja

Now who among us would argue with that?

In house design build services, specializing in unique contemporary,
modern and rustic landscapes for Georgian Triangle’s finest homes.

705|888|6792

tylerspeirsdesign.ca

Check mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue for foilboarding vids.
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BIOPHILIAC

“Then how come they
don’t call people an invasive
species?”

ACADEMY

Collingwood’s Premier SUP Activity Centre Located On Water At Cranberry Marina
LESSONS

TOURS

GROUP PADDLES
YOGA

Offering beginner to

Beginner level guided tours of

Social group paddle excursions

Yoga classes in a serene flat

advanced skill courses from

Collingwood Harbour to more

for every skill level.

water setting in Collingwood

basic flat water paddling to

advanced open water routes in

advanced surf, downwind and

Georgian Bay.

race skills.

From

$

40 .00

Tel: 705-293-WAVE(9283)

From

$

50

www.bluwave.ca/academy

From

$

Harbour.

15 .00

From

.00

$

25 .00

* Rentals available from $25.00
www.facebook.com/bluwaveSUP

www.twitter.com/bluwaveSUP

instagram.com/bluwaveSUP

Natural beauties
Red-backed salamander. BRIAN GRATWICKE, DCNATURE.COM.

THE
ELEPHANT
IN THE FOREST
Salamanders do more than carry their
weight in the forest’s biomass
by Leslie Anthony
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I know I’ve opened a column this way before, but as a biologist, I’ve
found that canoe trips really do provide an excellent opportunity to
explore and explain the outdoors. Especially those unseen leviathans
that might be hiding in plain sight.

Handcrafted in
beautiful Baysville

One morning, during a canoe trip in Algonquin Park, my daughter Myles
righted the canvas-wood canoe we’d turned upside down beside our
campsite only to discover the numerous creatures which had taken
fortuitous shelter beneath it. There were the usual slugs and spiders and
centipedes, of course, but also a toad and, most unexpectedly—tight
against a rib and blending with the varnished wood—a finger-length redbacked salamander.

Find it at the LCBO,
The Beer Store &
finer establishments

“What were they all doing in there?” she asked later as we paddled
toward the head of the lake and the day’s first portage.

LB-ML-Ad-June10-2.indd 1
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ABOVE LEFT: Two-lined salamander. NPS.GOV PHOTO. RIGHT: Red-backed salamander. GABRIEL STRAIN PHOTO.

The answer was that they’d all crept in looking for food (i.e., each
other)—or to get out of the rain that fell most of the night. This seemed
too simple and uninteresting, however, so I’d also explained that it was a
pretty good example of how animal species are passively moved around
by bumming rides with unsuspecting humans. This kind of hitchhiking
clearly doesn’t make much difference when you’re merely flashing a
couple kilometres down the same lake, I’d added, but if you’re paddling,
say, a large sea-going outrigger full of stowaway insects, lizards and
rodents from island to island across the South Pacific, you’d surely be
introducing alien critters where they’d never been and were sure to mess
things up.

for an amazing adaptive radiation over the past 50 million years: today’s
400 species comprise 27 genera, the greatest diversity among any of
the ten salamander families and one of the broadest of any group of
vertebrates. Plethodontids occur in the west from British Columbia to
Brazil, and in the east from Labrador to Florida; the ones we’d found that
day in Algonquin represented the two main thrusts of the group’s eastern
colonization—woodland salamanders and stream salamanders—both
in the somewhat miniaturized versions which define them in the north.
Though rarely observed (you could stand in the same spot in a forest for
a thousand years surrounded by them and never seen one), salamanders
are often obscenely abundant, and in some mixed hardwood forests of
eastern North America make up the dominant vertebrate biomass.

“Then how come they don’t call people an invasive species?”
Her logic was brilliant, as usual, yet it wasn’t the assisted-colonization
potential of her discovery that intrigued her.
“I want to look for salamanders,” Myles blurted as we landed where
a sign announced the portage. This was partly because of the one
she’d found earlier, but also out of recognition that the wet forest-floor
conditions at the pull-out were favourable for amphibians. I was also
aware that, for practical purposes, “I want to look for salamanders”
translated into “I want you to find me a salamander.” Because I took my
role as chief treasure-hunter seriously, I cast around for a likely spot,
finding a tiny, overgrown stream sluicing in from the right.
“This looks like a good place for two-lined salamanders,” I said, turning
over a log about a half-metre from the water. And
there, as if by decree, was a pencil thin two-lined. I
had to suppress the urge to pump my fist.

“What’s biomass?” Myles had asked, clearly fascinated with the ease of
our find.
“It’s a bit hard to picture,” I explained, “but if you averaged all the
vertebrate animals in a square kilometre of forest, say, in Maryland, you
might come up with something like a half a deer; a quarter of a fox; a
box of squirrels; a small heap of mice, voles and bats; a bucket of frogs
and toads; a few lizards and snakes; a waist-high pile of birds—and a ton
of salamanders.”
“A ton as in weight?” she gasped, gazing around at the silent leaf litter
as if an elephant were buried beneath it.
“Or more.”
In fact, the importance of
salamanders in temperate forest
nutrient cycling cannot be
understated. Given their modest
size and low metabolism,
plethodontids, for instance,
are able to feed on tiny insects
too small for other terrestrial
vertebrates (like frogs, some
gather their prey with sticky
projectile tongues), and so have carved out their own niche: they’re
perfectly adapted for the netherworld of leaf litter and gritty detritus,
mossy talus and gooey seeps, dank caves and wet crevices, beneath
bark and in rotted logs.

We both watched as she released
the two-lined salamander back to
the safety of the log, which it quickly
wriggled under, soon to erase this
bizarre abduction from its neurons.

Recognizable and instantly differentiated from its
cousin Mr. Red-backed by the duller dorsal stripe; on
closer examination the bar is split by darker mottling to
create a two-lined effect. Two-lined salamanders also
have a unique, bright-mustard belly that peters out
onto the tail, which, along with the species’ defensive
predilection for wiggling and thrashing wildly—as it
did while Myles juggled it from hand to hand—creates a distraction for a
potential predator. Offered this soapbox for a salamander talk, I climbed
right on.
Red-backed and two-lined salamanders both belong to the
Plethodontidae. Though the name refers to an aspect of tooth
morphology, this great pan-American salamander family’s most defining
characteristic is its lack of lungs—an ancient derived trait for living in
streams that also bestowed an increased capacity for cutaneous (skinwise) gas exchange in moist environments like forest floors. As often
happens with evolution, acquiring this single respiration trick allowed
28 MOUNTAIN LIFE ONTARIO SUMMER 2015

That heady information dump finally seemed to satisfy Myles, and we
both watched as she released the two-lined back to the safety of the log,
which it quickly wriggled under, soon to erase this bizarre abduction from
its neurons. I may have maintained my status as chief treasure hunter,
but I’d also guaranteed that as we continued, Myles would never look at
a forest floor in the same way.

Your three-hour guided tour includes
• The Tree-top Canopy Walk • 300 ft. Forest Zip Line Ride
• 1000 ft. Escarpment Zip Line Ride with 150 ft. Vertical Drop
• 420 ft. Suspension Bridge • Caves / Caverns to Explore
• Unique Flora and Fauna • Natural/Native History Tour
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

...Add the Thunderbird 1/2 mile
Twin-Zip Line Ride to your Tour

280 Scenic Caves Road, Blue Mountains, Near Collingwood (705) 446-0256 ext.227

WHEELWELL

SERVING SIMCOE, MUSKOKA & GEORGIAN BAY
COME SEE OUR SUMMER SCHEDULE

• Yoga on the Pier •
• Hot Yoga •
• Teacher Training •

MARC LANDRY PHOTO, COURTESY BLUE MOUNTAIN RESORTS.

THE BLACKTOP MARATHON

Drop-ins welcome!

Centurion Blue Mountain enters its sixth year
By Noelle Wansbrough
I felt like a Tour de France cyclist when I
crossed the finish line at Centurion Blue
Mountain last September. Spectators lined
the roads cheering, the announcer called out
our names as we sprinted across the line in a
massive peloton, and Sportsnet cameras lined
the road.
The moment you cross that finish line, you’re
in a state of simultaneous exhaustion and
exuberance. Endorphins are high and you’re
minutes away from a cold beer and post race
festivities. Last year was my first time racing
the C50 instead of the C100 and the finish was
just as exciting. This is why thousands flock
to this area every September to participate in
what is now the second largest cycling event in
Canada.
Subaru Centurion Canada–Blue Mountains is
a weekend cycling festival (September 18-20)
that attracts all levels of riders, from multigeneration families to elite-level racers. The
Village atmosphere at Blue Mountain gives
the event a Euro flavour and the Escarpment
provides the punishing hills.
If you’re thinking about taking part, here’s
what you need to know to complete your first
Centurion – or to ride your next one faster.

Pick your distance: The C100 (yes that’s 100
miles, or 160km) is not for the faint of heart. It
does require some serious training but is well
worth the time and dedication. If you decide
to go big, make sure you follow a training plan
that includes one epic long ride every seven
to ten days. Work up to four- to five-hour rides
by mid summer. The C100 has over 1400
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BOOK YOUR SERVICE AT:
metres of climbing so make sure to include hill
intervals every week.
C50 is challenging but doesn’t require the
same level of training commitment. Make sure
to ride long every ten days (three to four hours)
and include hill intervals. C25 is an option for
those wanting to test the waters of a mass-start
event.

Group Riding: You will be riding with
thousands of other cyclists so it is essential to
include group rides in your training. I always
ride with my club mates in these events. Even
though we’re in a massive group, our small
group within the peloton feels safe. If you’re
not comfortable riding in groups it’s worth
taking some group ride clinics and practicing
with your local club or a group of friends.
Nutrition: This can be a deal-breaker if you
aren’t paying attention. It’s easy to forget
about eating and drinking during the ride.
Decide before the event if you’re stopping at
the food stations. If you’re racing, you won’t be
stopping, so make sure to pack enough food
and drink. Eat often and refuel quickly. Set a
timer on your watch or bike computer to remind
you to eat and drink every 20 minutes. Never
try anything new on event day. Test out all the
food and drink on your training rides.
Pacing: This can seriously impact your

results. It’s all too easy to get caught up in
the adrenalin and rush of riders around you in
the first hour. Ride the first third at brisk pace,
second third harder, and go for broke in the
last third. Work as a group to conserve energy.
Drafting isn’t cheating; it is good strategy.

Taper: The week before Centurion is not the

time to cram in the miles. The fitness level you
have one week out is what you’ve got for event
day. Preserve it by cutting your hours in half
and keeping some intensity in your rides.

Enjoy It: The greatest aspect of Centurion is

its motto: “Racers race and riders ride.” Push
as hard as you want and go for that personal
record, or enjoy yourself and ride it like a
leisurely tour.

velofix.com
1-855-VELOFIX (835-6349)

Yoga,
is the journey
of the self,
to the self,
through the self.

NEW THIS YEAR FOR SUBARU
CENTURION CANADA – THE BLUE
MOUNTAINS 6.0
•C
 enturion is updating the start pens
for the C25, 50 and C100 events so
everyone feels comfortable riding at
their own level.
• Later start times and wave starts.
• Time trial on Friday night.
• Introduction of a three-event Gran
Centurion Stage Race for those
wanting a full tour-riding experience,
with three days of variety and
competition.
•S
 aturday C50 and C100 instead of
Sunday.
•S
 aturday post race party at Blue
Mountain Village featuring a concert
with Tom Lavin & the Legendary
Powder Blue Band.

1A Louisa St. Thornbury, Ontario
New Ownership Shelagh McKee
519.599.6633
www.mantrayogastudio.ca
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Tatiana Jasinsky, Fathom Five National Marine Park, Ontario. SCOTT PARENT PHOTO.

PACK LIGHT, SLEEP TIGHT
Overnight-tripping on a Stand-up Paddleboard
By Colin Field

P: JIMMY MARTINELLO

It sounds like a crazy idea: take a stand-up paddleboard on an overnight
trip. But considering the crazy things people do with these boards
(crossing Georgian Bay in the winter, yoga, fishing, etc.), it isn’t that out
of line. And if you can muster up the gear, the time and the location, the
second you hit the water you’ll know all the planning was worth it. Here
are a few tips to get you overnight SUPing.

AVAILABLE AT SOJOURN OUTDOORS
31 Commerce Park Dr. Barrie, ON 705-739-9694

Saugeen River is perfect. Exploring the Georgian Bay shoreline around
Killarney is also well-suited, as are some of the lake campsites in
Algonquin Park, or the beach on Christian Island. Your route is limited
only by the availability of water-accessible campsites.
WEATHER: This can be a deal-breaker on an overnight SUP trip. It’s a
fact that too much wind, big waves or a strong current can take a lot of
the fun out of these trips. You’re very exposed on an SUP, so if a storm
is imminent, you may want to reschedule. Frustrating, but it’s best to
play it safe on an SUP.

PACK LIGHT: One of the greatest things about an overnight SUP trip is
it forces you to pack light. Nothing but the essentials are coming with
you. There’s really no other choice: you don’t have
much room, so you can’t take much gear. Once you
You don’t have much room, so
GEAR: Of course, you’ll need to own or
embrace that fact, it’s a liberating experience. Ideally,
rent the right gear to make this happen. A
plan your trip for mid-summer when the water is
you can’t take much gear.
touring SUP – a longer board (usually 12warm and you’ll just need some board shorts and a
14 feet) with a displacement hull for better
few t-shirts. You’ll need a tent, a sleeping bag, food
glide and tracking, and tie-downs on the
(preferably freeze-dried or dehydrated fare), and
deck – is essential. As is a drybag. Ideally you can use one large drybag
water (or a water filter). If you’re going with friends, this is the time to
for stuff like sleeping bags and spare clothing, and a smaller one for the
divide and conquer; one person takes the tent, one takes the stove, one
snacks, sunscreen or camera that you’ll need throughout the day. If a
takes the water filter, or combinations thereof.
tent seems too bulky, you could try a bivy sack or a hammock.
PICK A GOOD ROUTE: You don’t want to paddle too far, against a
DIY: check mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue for our ‘Top 12 Places to
current, into the wind or through choppy conditions. A short nonSUP’ list.
whitewater river trip would be great, or a quick turn-around along a
shoreline. The campsite at the McBeath Conservation Area on the
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That Collingwood is home to the continent’s biggest velomobile
company isn’t saying much, but it’s still very, very cool .
What if you could ride your bike at 30 to 40 kilometres
per hour with an easy effort, stay dry and clean on a
rainy day, and be sheltered from the numbing wind
on the coldest days? Would you ditch your car? Well,
maybe. The technology to fulfill these dreams already
exists, and I’ve tried it. It’s called a velomobile.
A velomobile is like a small, pedal-powered car – a
recumbent tricycle encased in an aerodynamic metal
or composite fairing to reduce wind resistance and
provide weather protection. The rider sits inside, fully
enclosed with only his head protruding, as in a biplane.
While various oddball pedal-powered contraptions
have been around for half a century or more, the same
composite technology that brings us $15,000, 10-pound
road bikes is propelling modern velomobiles rapidly
into the realm of practicality. And North America’s
largest velomobile importer, builder, and retailer
happens to be based right here in Collingwood.
On a chilly spring day I dropped in at Bluevelo’s small
garage shop on Pretty River Parkway for a test drive.
Among neatly arranged bicycle tools, velomobile parts,
and stacks of shipping crates, I met Bluevelo Inc.’s
owner Randy Mickevicius.
Randy’s brother Raymond started Bluevelo in
2006. A Toronto lawyer on the hunt for the ultimate
commuting machine, Raymond fell in love with
European velomobiles and found that nobody was
importing or building them here. A few years ago
Randy decided to quit city living and move the whole
enterprise to Collingwood, transforming his new
hometown into the continental hub of velomobile
industry.
The Alleweder A4 Velomobile, flanked by the Quest (l) and the DF models. NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.
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Randy guesses that in its decade of business Bluevelo
has sold about 100 to 150 velomobiles to an eclectic
clientele that includes: a moving contractor in Maine
who cheaply velos around town with an electric assist
motor; a guy in Martha’s Vineyard who has no car,
now onto his second velomobile after putting 30,000
miles on his first; and the Torontonian Michal Kapral,
holder of the Guinness World Record for running
the fastest marathon while juggling (who apparently
thought that didn’t make him eccentric enough).
Most of the velomobiles Bluevelo sells are built by
two companies in bicycle-friendly Netherlands, where
the velomobile market is about 10 times bigger. As
Randy describes it, these two companies represent the
twin obsessions of the velomobiling world: 1) ultraefficient commuting; and, 2) racing in time trials and
long-distance cycling events called brevets. The more
practical of the two, Velomobiel.nl, builds the Quest,
the comfortable $8,000 model Randy fitted me into for
my test ride. The other company, speed-obsessed Inter
City Bike, builds the DF, a $13,000 ultralight carbonfibre hot rod.
Climbing into the sleek banana-yellow Quest felt a
lot like sliding into the cockpit of a kayak, except the
coaming ended up above my shoulders. Pedalling
out into gawking traffic on Pretty River Parkway felt
playfully conspicuous, like going out in pajamas. I
couldn’t wipe the shit-eating grin off my face. Randy
led the way in his light blue DF, while his dad, 74-yearold Ray Mickevicius of Wasaga Beach, followed in his
own striped red Quest. Together we looked like a gang
of giant rolling jellybeans, an impromptu performance
art piece. Cars slowed down and gave a wide berth.
Continued
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LARGEST SELECTION OF IN-STOCK
STAND UP PADDLEBOARDS
IN GEORGIAN BAY

Caribbean Villas
for Rent and Sale
STARTING AT

USD

Will they fly away, or roll into the lake like submarines? Left to right, the DF; the Alleweder A4; and the Quest. NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.

“Are you allowed to be out here?” asks a woman cyclist on the waterfront path.
She’s not sure what species of transport we represent, or whether our fairings
hide motors. “Oh, I thought you were connected, like sidecars.” She watches
warily as if we might fly away, or roll into the lake like submarines.
Along with 27 speeds at your fingertips, the velo comes with a fully enclosed
drivetrain, drum brakes, side mirrors, brake lights, headlights and turn signals,
dry luggage space behind the driver, and an array of cockpit covers to keep out
wind, sun and rain. An electric assist motor is optional.

“If velomobiles were mass-produced to reduce
the price tag and had a transportation system
that catered to them, I think it would bring us
much closer to living in a utopia.”
– Michal Kapral

Once I got over the weirdness of piloting an Unidentified Moving Object in
public and the highly sensitive, joystick-like steering of the tiny handlebars in my
lap, I turned my attention to the speedometer – with relatively little effort I was
hitting what is normally my top racing speed on a road or triathlon bike.
The velomobile’s main benefit is aerodynamics. The faster you go, the greater
the advantage over an ordinary bike. At an output of 100 watts, which a fit
cyclist can easily sustain for several hours, a racing bike averages 27 kph; a
velomobile is 25 percent faster at 34 kph. On a gentle downhill the differential
increases to 65 percent faster. Most riders can cover 40 to 60 kilometres in an
hour of all-out effort. Overall, the velomobile has been called “the most efficient
form of human transportation,” about 15 to 62 times more energy-efficient than
36 MOUNTAIN LIFE ONTARIO SUMMER 2015
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a Nissan Leaf (depending on whether the rider is a Big Mac lover or a vegan
locavore).
Velomobiles are beautiful, cool, and fast. I want one, but I’m not about to part
with 10 grand to make it happen. And I’m not alone. Randy estimates that his
sales account for about half of the North American total – suggesting a mindbogglingly small distribution of fewer than one velomobile per million people. I
can’t think of a sport that’s more fringe. Extreme ironing? I’m pretty sure more
folks have their own helicopter.
Why? Infrastructure is a huge barrier for sure. This ain’t The Netherlands.
What’s fun on country roads and bike paths would be a different game in heavy
traffic without separated bike lanes.
Michal Kapral, the Toronto marathon juggler, fills me in on a few other
impracticalities – expensive, hard to pedal uphill, not as nimble as a bicycle
for dodging through traffic, no air conditioning, no space for kids or big loads
of groceries. He rode his Mango model velomobile to work for a few years,
and despite finding it “ridiculously fun” and “overwhelmingly fantastic” – and
being pulled over by a police officer who thought he was driving an unlicensed
motorized vehicle – he eventually decided to sell. He says if velomobiles weren’t
so expensive he’d replace it in a jiffy.
“My kids have been begging me to get another one,” Kapral says wistfully. “I
really miss my Mango and hope that one day there will be thousands of people
driving velomobiles around town. If velomobiles were mass-produced to reduce
the price tag and had a transportation system that catered to them, I think it
would bring us much closer to living in a utopia.”
Until that day comes, there’s just enough of a niche market to keep one man
very busy in his Collingwood shop building velomobiles for the whole continent,
for those lucky few who have found the means to justify owning one.
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Ontario Gothic: Jeff Kinchen and Maxine Anne Iharosi. NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.

BOGNOR UNLIMITED

An unassuming plot of land in Grey County yields much more than heirloom veggies
Text and photos by Nelson Phillips
Flint-knapping, inter-species communication, and harvesting organic
heirloom veggies are all in a day’s work for Jeff Kinchen and Maxine
Anne Iharosi. The friendly, eclectic couple live in a two-storey off-the-grid
tiny house that Jeff built out of cedar rails, clay, and straw harvested
from his plot of land located near the Bognor Marsh in Grey County. Jeff
got the idea to live off the land when he graduated from high school and
decided he would live without money for as long as humanly possible. He
lasted for five and a half months.
From the road, it’s an unassuming spot. A field blocks the view of
the backwoods wonderland that lurks behind the next ridge. They’ve
cultivated a two-acre garden with thousands of heirloom organic
tomatoes, peppers, eggplant, squash, onions, beets, peas, ground
cherries, beans, and tomatillos.

“We have something like 36 different kinds of tomato this year. They’re
my favourite thing to grow,” says Jeff. “We only grow heirloom varieties.
I obviously stay away from GMOs, and now it’s almost turned into my
gimmick. Because the heirloom varieties can be so unusual and easy to
seed-save, they can be fun to collect and next thing you know you have
four kinds of beets and 11 kinds of melon, or 12 kinds of basil.”
When he was starting out, Jeff used to hitchhike into Owen Sound with
25 pounds of veggies on each arm because he didn’t have a car. Back
then he and Maxine would sell to a handful of families. Now they sell
to well over 20 families, seven local restaurants, and set up at two local
markets in the summer.
Continued
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Clockwise from left: one of many eclectic collections on the farm; knapping obsidian; homemade turkey-feather arrow fletchings; heirloom tomato plants. NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.
CY

“Humans are super-destructive creatures, and strengthening your intuition can be very valuable for
knowing our true place in nature… The more you pay attention, the more you understand the role of
homo sapien.” — Jeff Kinchin

On top of the farming, seed-saving, and market stints, the two are
masters at backcountry clairvoyance. They see more than you or I. We
take a walk through the bush to check in on the tomatoes when the
barefoot duo point out raccoon and skunk tracks in miniscule mud pits
along the way.
“Crows tell us when the coyote is walking behind the cabin so I can try to
sneak up on him; my path is perfect for tracking because of the clay, so I
always know what’s been through and who’s around,” says Jeff.
We chat about inter-species connection. “It’s really a good way of feeling
comfortable with being a human,” says Jeff. “We’re super-destructive
creatures, and strengthening your intuition can be very valuable for
knowing our true place in nature, which can be very relieving. You learn
which animals are connected to certain trees and insects. The more you
pay attention, the more you understand the role of homo sapien.”
Jeff taught himself to knap flint and build arrows and bows from
materials collected on the property. The fletchings are made of turkey
wing feathers as they’re the most rigid and durable. The three fletchings
on each arrow must all be taken from a left wing or a right wing. If two
fletchings are made from a left wing and the third from a right wing,
the arrow won’t spin smoothly and may fly with a curve. Then they’re
carefully tied with sinew to the arrow shaft. Without sinew, Jeff says the
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string would have to be made from plant fibres. The arrow shafts are
made from eastern white cedar because it has the straightest grain.
Knapping flint is started by strategically smashing a chunk of obsidian
with a hammer stone to cause a conchoidal fracture to achieve a knife
blade. From there, you angle your blows to flake off thin razor-sharp bits
of stone.
“Even glass from a window or a bottle would do. Without a knife you
can’t easily build a bow and arrow, so I believe understanding which
stone is usable for blade-making is an important bit of information.” The
arrows are a thing of elemental beauty – split with a chunk of metal,
straightened with fire, and hand-sanded, they’re as close to amoebic
poetry as you can get.

Looking down at the ground beneath my feet, nothing
would settle the butterflies in my stomach. There’s no
turning back, so I held on and enjoyed the ride.
Take flight at 90daysofsummer.ca

At night the farm becomes another place – it’s still and foreign to the
ears of city slickers. No electricity, no traffic. You can almost always
hear the owls and the frogs. It’s so quiet that Jeff says he’s had deer
practically breathe in his ear through the screen window as he’s reading.
Maxine sums up the lifestyle well: “Time is slower... It’s a lot easier to become
aware, and exercise awareness. There are fewer distractions in my life when
I’m here. I just set my awareness into what noises the birds are making, how
the dirt feels, and what’s growing… It’s a blessing to be here.”
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very once in a while you meet someone whose passion for their
sport rubs off on you instantly – someone who literally wakes up
stoked. Not only stoked to ride but equally as excited to share
their enthusiasm and knowledge with others. If you’ve ever encountered
Meagan Broughton on the downhill trails at Blue Mountain, on the
cross-country trails at Three Stage or perhaps in the hills of Costa Rica,
you know exactly what I’m talking about. If you haven’t had the pleasure,
here’s a brief Mountain Life introduction.

MY

Rock Climbing Adventures & Courses
for All Ages and Skills Levels

CY

CMY

K

Mountain Life: Tell us a little bit about who you are and what you do.
Meagan Broughton: My full name is Alice-Meagan Broughton, but you can just
call me Meg. After a couple gypsy-like moves out west and then to Muskoka, I
moved to Collingwood in 2010 for all its outdoor recreation awesomeness. I had
to believe that life would just fall into place. After a short stint of door-to-door leaf
raking (for real), work and play have balanced out just fine.

Heart pumping, palms sweating, and smiling from
ear-to-ear. They say “never look down,” but if you don’t,
you’ll never know how high you’ve climbed.

I now work with Sacred Rides Mountain Bike Adventures. I’m responsible for
expanding their line of women’s rides around the globe. Offering women’s rides in
Costa Rica, New Zealand, Utah, BC and most recently, at Blue Mountain – the
growth of women in mountain biking is moving in a positive upward trend. If my
efforts can claim even a fraction of the industry’s growth, I’d be a happy girl.

Reach higher at 90daysofsummer.ca

Part of my role with Sacred Rides is to experience these trips. Experience means
just that – I pack up my bike, kiss my family goodbye and hit the road. Testing the
itinerary means considering everything from trail technicality and pedal time to
accommodation, food quality, and safety.
When not in a far-off land exploring the world by bike, you’ll find me crosscountry riding at Three Stage with the best crew of locals, guiding downhill at Blue
or tucked behind my Macbook Air writing for the Sacred Rides blog.

www.ontherocksclimbing.com 705 888 TRAD

Continued
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ML: Last summer, you partnered with Blue Mountain Resort to lead their first women’s
downhill course. Tell us how this got started and why you wanted to see more girls on the
hill.
MB: To tell you the truth, the act was a little selfish. When I moved to Collingwood,
downhilling was on my radar but in my head it was so hardcore and so extreme that
it just seemed out of reach. I finally got the nerve to take the Intro to Downhilling
course at Blue and I was hooked.
With no one to ride with, no armour and no bike, I became a loyal customer of
the downhilling sessions at Blue. Taking the clinic multiple times, I also realized I
left every session with a new trick in my bag. If I had these obstacles to overcome,
I knew there had to be other women feeling the same way – and the brainstorming
for a women’s downhill clinic began.

Jozo's is heating up for another
season of fantastic après activity.
After your round of golf, day of biking
or your team's game, head to Jozo's
for a season of good times!

My first partnership with Blue was a one-off event in conjunction with Oakley. As
an Oakley Ambassador, part of my role is to host fun, active events empowering
women. I was in contact with Luc Belanger (Snow School and Summer Programs at
Blue) who was supportive from the start. The Oakley event was a huge success and
proved to be a good test pilot for a women’s-specific DH series.
The Women’s DH MTB Series was born in the summer of 2014. The inaugural
year attracted a solid group of enthusiastic women of all ages, swag from Oakley
for everyone and a donated Sacred Rides trip for one lucky lady. We wrapped up
every session with a bevy on Rusty’s patio, overlooking the mountain, celebrating
our wins and analyzing shortcomings of the night. We had so much fun and I’m
pumped for what’s to come this summer.

SUNDAY
Caesar Sundays
Enjoy $5 Caesars
all day!

ML: Can you tell us the details for the 2015 Blue Mountain program?

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

ML: What is the coolest thing about seeing more women on bikes?

CMY

MB: The gondola talk. We quickly shift from bike-stoke, to boys (think husbands,
boyfriends and/or kids), to the hottest new nail polish colour. All jokes aside –
although that seriously does happen – women who shred tend to ride with finesse,
grace and care to conquer the same features dudes can just muscle through. I have
personally learned so much from the female bike community over the years, and
I’m grateful. I hope with my efforts I’m able to share some of the love that has been
passed on to me.

K

ML: What would you tell girls and women who are considering trying downhill or even
cross county for the first time?
MB: Starting out is not as hard-core as the media makes it out to be. Like skiing
and snowboarding, there are beginner trails and features. Take a lesson and rent
some quality gear. Getting a few basic tips while riding solid gear will enhance your
first experience big time.

sacredrides.com
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MONDAY

M

Open Mic Jam 7-10 PM
Plus! Wing & Beer Special
$26 for 16 chicken wings and
a pitcher of Molson Canadian
or Coors Light

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

FRIDAY
Fish & Chip Fridays!
$13 includes a bottle
of domestic beer

ML: What’s on your to-do list this year?
MB: Whistler! I’m heading out for a week vacation and I’m looking forward
to hitting up their Whistler Women’s Nights. I’m excited to bring back some
new ideas to Blue. Then I’m heading to Fernie to start the seven-day Rocky
Mountain Women’s Mountain Bike Adventure with Sacred Rides. We’ll hit
Fernie’s singletrack, the Fernie Alpine Resort’s Bike Park, Panorama, Canmore and
Kananaskis. I’m really looking forward to riding with our clients and learning more
about what motivates women to get out and ride.

C

C

MB: The 2015 Women’s DH Mountain Bike Series starts July 23 at Blue and runs
for four weeks. We ride Thursday evenings from 6pm to 8pm The cost is $399 allinclusive (for those needing a bike, armour, ticket and coaching). Those who have
their own bike and pass can join for $199 for coaching only. Again this year, one
participant will walk away with free entry into a Sacred Rides multi-day mountain
bike adventure.

DAILY

If I had these obstacles to
overcome, I knew there had to
be other women feeling the same
way and the brainstorming for a
womens downhill clinic began.
Meagan Broughton

Happy Hour 4-6 PM
$5 Pints of Creemore
and appetizers starting at $5

Summer only lasts so long, and we want
you to make the most of every single day!
Save 15%* off Summer Attractions!

All prices + taxes & gratuities. Promotions are subject to change without notice.
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers or discounts.

Jozo's is the best place to catch your
favourite televised sporting events.
We have the biggest screens
at Blue Mountain!
bluemountain.ca/jozos

705-443-5508

XTRVR27552503
*Valid Monday to Friday until October 30, 2015 on Base Camp, Mid-Station
and Summit attractions. Must present original copy of coupon to redeem discount.
Offer cannot be combined with other offers or promotions.

BlueMountain.ca

705-445-0231
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PADDLING

DUMOINE CRASH COURSE
From Zero to Hero on a Wild River
Text & photos by Scott Parent

“Paddle hard!” I commanded from the stern. Crissy raised her paddle
above her head as we walloped into our first set of standing waves. We
took on a shot of river and pivoted broadside. We rode out the next set
in reverse before pausing along the washed-out banks of the Dumoine.
“All good!” I assured her. After a quick recap on the importance of
keeping our blade in the water while parading through waves, we blazed
downstream toward a fork in the next set. Out of two options, river left or
river right, we somehow elected for the middle path and ground over a
dry ledge, then teetered into a soft eddy. “No worries!” I said as I rockhopped and held our loaded boat in line.
Crissy Weaver had just experienced her first taste of white water. In fact,
this was Crissy’s first river descent ever. Actually, her first trip in a canoe.
A relatively short river, the Dumoine drains over 5380 square kilometres
of watershed in western Quebec and flows into the Ottawa River about
200km upstream of Ottawa/Gatineau. With steep rapids and strong
current, during high water the river has the spirit of a giant newborn
moose calf: it flagellates its enormous mass, carelessly devouring

the earth and capsizing balsam firs along its edge. It is mindless and
overflowing with muscle.
This was an introduction for all of us. We found the rapids amassed with
scores of standing waves. This wasn’t the ideal situation to discover the
thrill of whitewater, though the river itself wasn’t my chief concern.
It was the combination of factors within our fleet of eight paddlers and
our preparedness to run it safely.
When we put in at the height of the Riviere du Nord, Crissy and I
discussed the features of the river and practiced a few strokes that would
be essential in keeping us upright.
Everyone else had some paddling background, but only a couple of us
knew about whitewater management. Eddy lines, boils, sweepers – this
was new language to Crissy. The success of our Old Town Discovery
canoe arriving on the other side of the Ottawa would be determined by
Crissy’s ability to tackle the requisite skills on the fly. There were lengthy
Class III rapids ahead of us we’d have no choice but to run.

The original Algonquin name of the Dumoine River (still used by elders of the Wolf Lake and Eagle Village First Nations) is Aginagwasi Sipi – “blood-wood
river.” It appears under that name in early records of New France, including a 1725 map of the Temiscamingue fur trade district. SCOTT PARENT PHOTO.
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Lunch Dinner Martinis Cocktails Vintage Wine
Premier Dining in the Blue Mountain Village

613-756-3620 • www.mkc.ca

705.446.2643

www.copperblues.com

FAMILY PROGRAMS

Visit meafordhall.ca
for a full event listing

Leave Her Breathless.

12 Nelson St. E.

The Dumoine is a key wildlife corridor from Quebec’s La Vérendrye wildlife reserve to Ontario’s Algonquin Park. SCOTT PARENT PHOTO.

877.538.0463

Divine Brown
r&b/soul

Saturday, July 18
8 pm $40

TerraceThursdays
July and August

Local food and south Georgian Bays finest musical talent!
Advance Tickets only $20pp +tax
Music 5:30pm, Dinner 6pm

July 2 Luke Martin
& Black Angus Fine Meats
July 16th ET Rhino

25 Bruce Street South, Thornbury, ON Tel: 519.599.2201
www.thediamondstudio.ca
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& Butcher’s Bistro

July 30th Romney Getty

and Aisha Chiandet
& The Kitchen

August 6th

Drew McIvor
& Bruce Wine Bar

August 27th

Romney Getty and
Aisha Chiandet
& Georges On Main

At first, the river features where imperceptible to Crissy, but she
grasped the concepts of basic strokes and maneuvers fairly quickly. We
kept holding it together without capsizing, though we swamped to full
surrender on more than one occasion.
Our tandem task-handling increased with every bend of
the river. By day three our ferries held a firm line, and we
could hit eddies a little more tightly. I continued to direct
commands to the bow, hollering for more aggressive
forward power when we needed a boost, or beckoning
for a cross-bow draw to plant us into an eddy turn.
We could open up our play on descent and thread the
waves with growing ease. Her patience with my directive
bellows was astounding. No doubt her learning curve
was as steep as the Grand Chute.

was a deluge upon the senses. I told everyone how Ottawa paddler
Johno Foster once ran the Grand Chute in an open canoe.
The next day,
we continued
downriver. I
examined Crissy
anticipating
maneuvers,
reading the river
from the bow.
She knew when
to paddle hard,
and where to
plant the blade.
As we advanced toward the Ottawa, leaving the whitewater behind, I
congratulated her. She was the only one of us who didn’t swim.

This wasn’t the ideal situation to discover
the thrill of whitewater, though the river
itself wasn’t my chief concern. It was the
combination of factors within our fleet and
our preparedness to run it safely.

Portages were long and arduous, some with trail heads hazardously
submerged, which forced us to line in from above, waist-deep in the
tendons of the current. We laboured over stone and log, and through
frenzied clouds of mosquitoes and blackflies. Though the portages took
scads of effort compared to running the rapids, they were also the most
reliable method of succeeding the marked distance unscathed. One such
epic portage was around the Grand Chute. After a long day, and before
scouting all options, we ended up descending the hard way. We found
our campsite nestled below the mighty cascade. The sight and sound

There are times we find ourselves on a certain latitude with less than
ideal preparedness for the circumstances. In such moments we can only
advance with what we have. For certain, Crissy was paddling well beyond
her experience on the Dumoine. Our gear and fleet were not matched for
the high river – lesson learned. But planted in that dilemma, the colours
of our group gleamed through.
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BACKYARD

Fiddlehead Nursery
Rare Edible Plants
Fiddleheadnursery.ca

Marshak/Tacoma Studios
Davidmarshak.ca
Sarahtacoma.ca

Frances Beatty Photography
Weddings & Portraits
Francesbeatty.com

in KIMBERLEY
you will discover: rock climbing, skiing, cycling, fine arts, apple cider, paddling, an old general store, real
estate, fishing, a wood fired pizza oven, architecture, hiking, rare edible plants, photography, and yoga.
In the Beaver Valley. Southwest of Collingwood, upstream from Thornbury.
Crossroads of Grey Road 13 & Grey Road 7.
The author commutes classically. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.

A Classic Commute

This mellow road-ride into the heart of the Beaver Valley turns commuting into a cultural experience

Beaver Valley Cidery
Hard cider - pure & simple
Bvcider.ca

Kimberley General Store
World’s Best General Store
Kimberleygeneralstore.ca

Stephanie Needham Yoga
Certified Hatha & Yin Yoga
Stephanieneedham.com

By Kimberley Edwards

W

hen I said I was ready for a road bike, I requested something that
would get me to work faster than my chunky hybrid. At the bike
store, my partner headed straight to the back, to the bikes that were
hung up high like artifacts, and pointed at a frame with no tires, handle
bars, or gears. “That’s a beautiful bike!” he exclaimed. After rummaging
through bins upon bins of old parts, I was test riding and then taking
home a vintage 1950s Claud Butler with nine gears (12 on a good day).
When you live with a mechanical guy who loves to make old things new
again, you know that if he picks it, he will fix it.
Grey Road 13 is no secret to the ever-growing community of road riders
in Grey County, the classic car clubs, or the fall colour seekers. It’s an
undeniably beautiful ride that usually takes travellers through the Beaver
Valley to a destination beyond. This time, I propose that the Valley be
your destination.

Sea & Ski Realty Ltd. Brokerage
Grey County to Collingwood
Seaandski.on.ca

Peter Ferguson Architect
Occupy an artwork
Fergarch.com

Michael Maish
Beaver Valley Real Estate
Michaelmaish.com

I crest the hill where Grey Road 13 and 19 intersect and CBC Radio
comes in clearly. Tom Power advises commuters that Highway 401 is
moving slowly with heavy traffic. I breathe a sigh of relief and gratitude

that there is no traffic report for my route. The commute from Thornbury
to Beaver Valley is probably the best in the county, and on most weekday
mornings, less than 10 cars pass me going either way. Rarely do I see
a fellow cyclist, and the only person I need to stay ahead of is the boss
– also on his way
to work. From the
No stop signs, no traffic lights,
time I pull out of my
just two right-hand turns
driveway to the time
I pull into my work
and 26 kilometres of open
parking lot, there
road. I don’t pass a single Tim
are no stops. No
stop signs, no traffic
Hortons, gas bar, or plaza.
lights, just two righthand turns and 26
kilometres of open road. I don’t pass a single Tim Hortons, gas bar, or
plaza. This road that carves its way through the Escarpment and parallels
the path of the Beaver River does, however, take you past a collection of
establishments and attractions to satisfy all of your senses and needs.
Continued
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SPECIALINFORMATIONFEATURE

View of Grey Road 13 from the top of Kimberley Rock. GLEN HARRIS.

Thirty minutes into my commute, I’m in Heathcote, Ontario. Is it a
hamlet? A village? I lived here for two years and never got a straight
answer. You can’t really spend too long here (unless you opt for the
five-hour river paddle with Free Spirit Tours, which is based beside the
bridge). Meet some of the people for the full experience. Joel at Free
Spirit Tours plays in an award-winning blues band, and Paul at Blackbird
Pie Company is a men’s yoga pioneer.
After Heathcote, travelling south on 13, the ride really begins. It’s open
road on a weekday morning, and freshly paved, with just two hills to
battle. On the old Claud Butler the hills are an out-of-the-saddle climb,
but the downhills are
rewarding. After passing
loads of beautiful vistas,
On the old Claud Butler the
with hugs from the big Valley
hills are an out-of-the-saddle
walls, I roll past my friend
climb, but the downhills are
Ben’s Fiddlehead Nursery
rewarding.
and ring my bell. Ben is
leading a wave of future
gardening: a food garden
that you plant once. Using perennial plants – and cold-hardy, diseaseresistant varieties – Fiddlehead espouses a region-specific permaculture
that serves multiple purposes in the landscape.
A few minutes later and you’re in Kimberley – a town that is attracting
young, artistic, and outdoorsy folks with its idyllic riverside setting
under Old Baldy crag (also known locally as Kimberley Rock). The
Kimberley General Store’s hipster-chic proprietor Stacie Constantine
opened in 2010, heralding a renaissance of forward-thinking independent
businesses in the region.

AARON ROININEN ILLUSTRATION.
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Once through Kimberley, I’m facing the wall of the Escarpment as Grey
Road 13 climbs a steep pitch up and out of the valley into the village of
Eugenia, where the 30-metre Eugenia Falls plunges into its steep gorge –
one of the province’s most storied cascades. I take a right on Grey Road
30 for the final stretch and then pull into work, the Beaver Valley Ski
Club, a little sweaty but rejuvenated and feeling euphoric. It’s a heavenly
ride, especially solo. Be sure to attach your basket to your bike, and ring
your bell and wave – it’s that kind of a ride.

GREY
COUNTY’S
SUMMER
SAMPLER
THE FRESHEST
FOODS AND
REFRESHING
ADVENTURES

E

njoy a summer-fresh day with a rejuvenating paddle
over turquoise Georgian Bay. Round it off with a
locally sourced meal from the Meaford Farmer’s
Market beside the Harbour. How about a summer salad
with greens from Marvellous Edibles or Plainsong Farm,
blueberries from Barbetta, goat cheese from Best Baa, ,
and make a maple vinaigrette with Miner’s Maple Syrup?
And don’t forget fresh bread from Country Bakery.
Pair these delights with the zing of Meredith’s (simply
magical) Ginger Elixir – combine it with sparkling water
and/or splash of vodka. Cheers!
DIY: visitgrey.ca

Are you looking for a Realtor who is working for you? Returns phone calls texts and emails now not tomorrow.
A realtor who is outgoing, lives where he works, friendly, honest, sets expectations and looks to make the right deal for your benefit?
If so, contact me!

Clarksburg-Artsburg!
MATILDA SWANSON
GALLERY
Art for your home, chalet and cottage
185 Marsh Street Clarksburg, ON

226-665-0401
matildaswansongallery.com

THE SHABBY
SHACK BOUTIQUE
Specializing in home décor, handcrafted
furniture, art, cottage paint and more!
183 Marsh Street Clarksburg, ON

226-665-1000
theshabbyshackboutique.com

65 DUNCAN ST W THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
Location, location, location… this one has it all.
Located on one of the nicest streets in Thornbury,
with access to a private park area, and all within walking distance of downtown Thornbury. This elegant
family home has room for children and guests with 5
bedrooms and 4 bathrooms including a granny suite
with its own private entrance, inside entry from the
double car garage. Well priced for this central location
make it happen today! MLS® # 1541953

615802 3RD LINE The Blue Mountains
SOLD list price $1,295,000
A biker’s and hiker’s nirvana with Castle Glen and
Bruce trails only 500 meters away. Entertain in a magnificent dining area or outdoors on the south or north
deck, after preparing sumptuous feasts in the custom
Pinetiques country kitchen with seamless stainless
steel counter and sink, Miele dishwasher, Sub-Zero
oversized refrigerator and Wolf duel fuel gas/convection range and home theatre room with polished
concrete heated.

157 EDWARD ST CLARKSBURG,
THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
A lovely restored century home with a great
walk score in Clarksburg, close to school, library
and restaurants. The home has 4 full bedrooms 2
bathrooms updated kitchen, original floors and
baseboards and all the details you would find in a
beautifully updated century home. A must see.
MLS® # 1541595

BRENDAN THOMSON,
Sales Representative

Brendan Thomson Sales Representative

Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage
Cell: 705-606-1270
Direct
line mobile: 705-606-1270
Oﬃce:
705-445-5454
Offi
ce: 705-445-5454
www.brendanthomson.com
brendanthomson@chestnutpark.com
www.realestatethornbury.com
brendanthompson.com
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Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage

393 First Street Collingwood
brendanthomson@chestnutpark.com
www.realestatethornbury.com
follow me: @btrealestate

CODE RED SALON

ARTSBURG

CURIO GALLERY

A Celebration of the Arts!
Edible Art, Art Shows, Live Music,
Art Demos and much more.

Art by Sue Tupy

Saturday, July 18th,
11am until 5pm

185 Marsh Street Clarksburg, ON

705-888-6112
matildaswansongallery.com

artsburgday.com

LOFT GALLERY INC.

MIKE POCOCK IRONWORKS

Art for your home, cottage, chalet
or office.

As an artist, I find it immensely rewarding
when people are moved by the very
elements that inspire me to create.

183 Marsh Street, Clarksburg, ON N0H 1J0

Gallery: 519-599-5912
Cell: 647-296-9797
loftgalleryart.com

108 George Street, Clarksburg, ON

519-599-1066
ironworksartscentre.com

TAYLOR BROWN
STUDIO & GIFTS

HINDLE’S CLARKSBURG
HARDWARE

188 Marsh Street Clarksburg, ON

#788033 Grey Road 13, Clarksburg
Open weekends and by chance

519-599-6325
coderedsalon.com

519-599-7111
taylorbrownstudioandgifts.com

Real old-time hardware with (almost)
everything you need! Hours: Mon-Sat 8-6,
Wed 8-1, Closed Sundays, cash only.

... Alert your Senses. “Be who you want
to be and you will always be yourself.”

Every Wednesday FARMER’S MARKET
July & August, 3pm - 6pm

189 Marsh Street Clarksburg, ON

519-599-2031

MARSH STREET CENTRE marshstreetcentre.com
Performing Arts & Community Centre

In the midst of nature... and the height of luxury.

Live Golf Dine

Create mountain memories that will last a lifetime.
Stowe, Vermont offers an expansive list of authentically local, unique activities for you and your
loved ones to experience. From guided hikes to dog-friendly activities, zip lining to mountain biking,
rustic furniture making classes to outdoor yoga, hot-air balloon tours to a TreeTop Adventure
course, and much more. While at the Lodge, you can indulge in our world class spa, artisan
inspired cuisine and relax in our luxuriously spacious guestrooms and suites.
Whether it's a family vacation, a romantic escape, or a golf getaway with friends,
we make it easy to design your personal adventure either at the time of booking,
or after with our Alpine Concierge.
To book your Mountain Memories vacation today, call 888.478.6938 and
mention code MMEM15 or book online at stowemountainlodge.com.

For more information, please contact us at 888.478.6938 or visit online at stowemountainlodge.com.

Stowe Mountain Lodge - 7412 Mountain Road - Stowe, Vermont 05672
A distinctive experience provided by Destination Hotels & Resorts.

Join us at Lora Bay! Play our Championship golf course co-designed by Thomas McBroom and Tom Lehman, or join us in The Grill for breakfast, lunch or dinner.
Nestled in the Blue Mountains and overlooking the shores of Georgian Bay, the
views from the course and the patio are equally pleasing. We are open to the public
and have facilities to accommodate tournaments, weddings, and private functions of
all descriptions.

NINE & DINE FOR JUST $65 EVERY WEDNESDAY!
To book a tee time, please visit our website at www.lorabaygolf.com.
To make a reservation in The Grill, please call 519.599.7500 ext. 405.

MOUNTAINHOME

The
Grotto
Sauna
Perched on the edge of a
Georgian Bay island, this hot
space is a feat of old-world
craftsmanship and new-world
sustainability made possible by
the latest software and fabrication
technology.
Photos supplied by Partisans
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The Grotto Sauna is a bravura exercise in building science. Inspired
by an Italian grotto—a secret water-filled cave concealed within rock
formations—Partisans’ design pays homage to the extremities of the
Northern Ontario landscape. The Toronto-based architectural and design
studio wanted to tell a story of escape and refuge. The Grotto Sauna
marries contrasts to transport visitors into an otherworldly sanctum.
The exterior built from charred cedar prepared using the traditional
Japanese Shu Sugi Ban method conveys a weathered appearance—
it’s as if the building has been hidden in plain sight for centuries. By
contrast, the warm, curved interior emulates Lake Huron’s waves and
mirrors the precambrian Canadian Shield—an undulating rock surface
worn smooth over billions of years.
The Grotto site was digitally scanned to create a highly accurate 3D
model from which Partisans could analyze and position the structure
to minimize site impact, while retaining optimum views of the sunsets.
The Grotto Sauna’s design and location required Partisans to work with
fabrication partners to develop new prototyping and milling methods.
This chunk of Canadian Shield on the shore of The Bay has been waiting
for billions of years for this sauna. It has finally arrived.
partisanprojects.com

Uniquely Modern
Our latest Turkel project is now under way in Peaks Bay for ski season!
Another Turkel design is also available on a 3 acre water front property boasting 1,000 feet of
meandering shoreline.
Please contact us for more information on either of these projects or for help ﬁnding the right
location and design for you!

Mountain Modern Homes is a division of STONE CUSTOM HOMES

10 Keith Ave Suite 101, Collingwood, Ontario
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888-325-2511

www.mtnmodern.com

Attention to detail, locally owned and operated by Professionals.

Vintage Stone
Natural Stone Features
of Distinction

Stone Veneer • Drystack • Granite Cobble

PERFECTION CLEANING SERVICES

Flagstone Paths / Patios • Outdoor Ovens
Green options available
at the owners request.

Custom Comprehensive Design / Build
info@drewmcivor.com
VintageStoneMasonry

MEAFORD

•

519.377.3619

THORNBURY

•

B L U E M O U N TA I N S

Contact Liberty by phone for a
free estimate 519 270 4082
or email: libweso@hotmail.com

Pallister Lawn Care

WWW.CEDARPORT.CA

1 800 347 7724

INFO@CEDARPORT.CA

Whether your project is a custom home or cottage, or a renovation of an existing property, the Valleyview team will deliver
exceptional craftsmanship and superior results every time.

Mowing • Trimming • Blowing
General Spring/Fall Clean-up

Imagine

your space

Local reliable service!
38 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS

Residential & Commercial

duenorthcustomcarpentry.ca

construction | renovations | additions
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519.377.4754
MEAFORD, THORNBURY/CLARKSBURG, AND BLUE MOUNTAIN AREAS

Valley View Construction is a proud member of the South Georgian Bay Builders and Trades Association

Contact us with any enquiries at 705 444 4869
progers@valleyviewconstruction.com
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Attack of the Drones
Autonomous flying cameras are here to stay.
Aerial cinematographer Christiaan Cloete considers all
the ups and downs.
By Colin Field

It’s hard to get away from drones these days. In fact, it’s
impossible. We’ve all seen the incredible imagery they can create. And technology
is advancing so fast that drones are getting less expensive and easier to use. Anyone
can buy one these days and anyone can fly one.
Toronto’s Christiaan Cloete, owner of Flyingfish Productions, is a guy who knows
all about these things. His company specializes in aerial cinematography and he’s
the first to teach drone courses at a college in Ontario. We sat down with him to
get caught up on all things drone.

Mountain Life: So the basics – what is a drone?
Christiaan Cloete: Something with autonomous features. Before drones,
things were only RC: remote-controlled. Now they’ve added autonomous flight
control systems, so they work with a GPS or a barometer. So that’s the difference
between a manually operated RC and a drone. If you give a drone waypoints, it can
fly itself.

Christiaan Cloete sets up his MikroKopter. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.
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Flying high over Lion’s Head, Ontario. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.

ML: When did you get into drones?
CC: About five and a half years ago. Philippe Ros did a presentation in Toronto.
He was talking about the making of [2009 nature documentary] Oceans, and
there was a shot where the camera was right above a mother, father and baby
whale, following them around. I asked how he got that shot. And he took out a
laptop and showed me. It was a drone. The first ever battery-operated,
single-rotor helicopter. It had a 16mm film camera on it. Which they
made specifically for this. And the only reason they managed to get the
shot was because the battery changed the game. If they’d tried it with
a gas-powered drone it would’ve chased the whales away. They tried
it with a real helicopter and the whales would dive every time they
went above them. I was into diving at the time and I thought this was the perfect
thing to get into. At that time, there was only one company building multi-rotor
drones, but it was more developed for the military. The military still uses that
drone. But the price was more than I could afford. It was about $25,000 and
could lift a maximum of three pounds.

Q: Is it stressful flying
something worth $90,000?
A: Oh yes…

Narda Hunt paddles the Kawarthas. Taken with a DJI Phantom 2 mounted with GoPro Hero3+. BRIAN HUNT PHOTO.

So then MikroKopter came in. They were the second as far as I know and they
were about half the price with twice the lift capacity.

ML: Is that what you fly now?

ML: So you’re teaching now?

CC: Yeah. I’m the only one that flies MikroKopter in Toronto. MikroKopter is a

CC: Yeah, we’re running an introduction to UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles).

brand from Germany. It’s a little more advanced than the other ones out there.
It has more settings and you need a commercial license to fly it. I pay a lot of
money for that license.

ML: Do you need a license to shoot commercially with one of
these things?
CC: Yes, you do, unless it’s under three kilograms. That’s a new law. But you still
need to register your drone online. And you still need to apply all the Transport
Canada laws and regulations when you’re flying. One of the things with the
under-three-kilogram law is you need to be nine kilometres away from built-up
areas. But nobody’s listening to that. Everyone is flying everywhere. Especially
the smaller ones. Actually I have a DJI Phantom because it’s under three
kilograms.

ML: What drone would you buy if you were a hobbyist?
CC: I don’t want to advertise for people, but for the price, the DJI Phantom

ML: How heavy is your big rig?
CC: The heaviest rig, complete total weight, is about 17 kilograms. That’s with a

ML: What about the Lily?

RED Epic, a two-kilogram Leica lens and then we had a full follow focus system
for iris and zoom.

CC: It looks like a great concept, but I can see a lot of flying into trees. It’s still a

lens is worth $15,000, the follow focus worth $6,500. Because I build the drones
myself they’re much cheaper, but each drone (we have three of them) is worth
about $18,000.

Kickstarter campaign. There’s another one with two single blades, the Sprite. I
think that thing is going to make a shitload of money. Especially for commercial
purposes. The Lily is a nice idea, a great toy at a great price. It’s great it flies
by itself, but it can’t see. So if you go in the wrong area, you may run into
some issues. Imagine 50 of these Lilys on the ski hill. It would be bumping into
chairlifts, it would be bumping into people. The only thing you can change on
that thing is the height, and the distance it is from you.

ML: Is it stressful flying something worth $90,000?

ML: How do you feel about the general public flying drones?

CC: Oh yes. And you’ll find most people tell you they enjoy building them more

CC: I think it’s a great idea. I think it’s going to take away a lot of work from

than flying them.

people like me, but at the same time it’s also going to create some work.

CC: This was the RED Epic Carbon which is worth about $50,000, the Leica
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The problem with teaching is there are so many systems out there.

is tough to beat. How the hell they can sell it for the price, I don’t know, but I
like it; a drone, a 4K camera and a transmitter for $1500. You can get cheaper
drones, but you’re not going to have the functionality and the flight capabilities.

ML: Woah. How much was that worth?

The MikroKopter flying through Scenic Caves near Collingwood, Ontario. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.

We’re doing an introductory-level program, and then we’re doing a more handson training for people who want to get a little bit more involved. We’ve also
joined the Sheridan engineering school and we’ve been given the go-ahead to
apply for a grant to develop a new drone. Basically we want to bring the drone
students in with the engineering students so they can have a hands-on view and
see how the systems work. It’s very important for people getting into it to know
how the whole system works, so if something goes wrong they can fix it.

There are still a lot of people breaking laws by not listening to the regulations
that are out there. I think Aviation Canada or Transport Canada has to make an
example of somebody very soon. Otherwise it’s going to go really bad. I was at a
car show the other night, and there were four drones in the air at the same time.
Flying over people’s heads, flying through the crowds.

ML: What laws are being broken?
CC: Flying in built-up areas. Close to airports is the biggest one. That actually
falls under federal law. If they catch you flying within nine kilometres of an
airport, you can go straight to jail. The $25,000 fine will still apply, but you’ll
also have a criminal offence – because of the danger of flying where there are
planes full of people flying around.

ML: Common sense.
CC: It should be. But I saw a guy doing a drone flying course right next to the
airport. It’s not like people are even hiding it. If you Youtube the top-ten drone
shots of Toronto, all ten of them are illegal.
People also need to know that it’s highly illegal to fly in any public parks. The
city has actually stepped down on it now. I used to apply for a special permit
to fly in any park in Canada. I’d get it from Transport Canada no problem as
long as everything was safe. The parks said they don’t like it. Now you have to
go through the park first, get permission and then go through Transportation
Canada.

ML: So where are you allowed to fly a drone?
CC: It’s really very difficult to find anywhere legally now. The easiest way to get
past this bullshit is just go to an RC flying field. You pay $100 a year and then
you can fly. You’re not endangering anybody else.

Continued
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ML: Are these rules just because you’re a professional, or is
that for everybody?
CC: Everybody.
ML: Can I fly one in my front yard?
CC: That’s such a vague rule, because it’s in a built-up area. So technically no.
ML: So what if I live on a farm – can I fly it in my fields?
CC: Then you should be fine, because you’re nine kilometres from a built-up
area. That’s why I don’t blame a lot of people for flying them, because they’re
making it really hard to do it. People are just looking at the rules and basically
saying, ‘fuck it’, and flying it anywhere.

ML: It’s a bit wild west right now.
CC: Yeah, a bit. Everyone is trying to get in on it. A lot of people are not taking
the due diligence before they try and get in. But it’s not going away. It’s only
going to get more involved and better.

ML: What are drones being used for now?
CC: The film industry has obviously grabbed on to it, but I think the film
industry is maybe five percent. There are applications for mining, agriculture,
pipeline monitoring. There’s huge potential for putting on three-dimensional
mapping systems. Search and rescue is becoming huge. They’ve sent quite a few
of these drones to Nepal. They actually found some survivors with drones.
In Africa they’re calling them flying donkeys. They’ve created a drone highway
in a region of Africa where they’re going to be flying drones back and forth to
remote villages.

Droning over Ontario’s Bruce Peninsula. NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.

We also went to South Africa and introduced it for anti-poaching. They were
very happy with the results, especially the trackers. With a small drone, like a
Phantom, if you send it high enough, the poacher won’t even know it’s there.
And you can see movement for miles.

“I saw a guy doing a drone
flying course right next
to the airport. It’s not like
people are even hiding it.
If you Youtube the top-ten
drone shots of Toronto, all
ten of them are illegal.”

ML: What’s the future for drones?
CC: The batteries are going to change very soon. The
University of Illinois is working on a battery they claim is 2000
times more powerful than the batteries we have now and it will
have 1000 times the charge rate. It’s based on lithium polymer
technology, but they are using some nano-sheet technology that
they form into a honeycomb system. It won’t be long before it
comes out.

It’s the battery that brought drones around in the first place. It’s the only reason.
Before, you didn’t have enough power in standard batteries to actually fly them.
Now you can fly them, for not a bad amount of time, but you’re still kind of
limited. And Tesla is releasing their new battery technology soon, too. They say
it’s going to be a huge change. Nobody knows what, but…
I think that’s going to make drones even more popular. It’s going to give them a
longer flight time and add a lot more commercial uses.

Check out some of Flyingfish’s footage at mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue
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Bringing your ideas to life...

STERLING CUSTOM KITCHENS
Our Top 10 Reasons to Join
Georgian Bay’s highest rated golf
course with six sets of tees on each hole
to accommodate all levels of play.
The views at OslerBrook are relentless
Designed by world renowned Course
Architect Graham Cooke
Friendly relaxed atmosphere
The Practice Facility ranks
amongst the best in Canada

Our gourmet menu is only enhanced
by the spectacular view from the club.
The clubhouse is truly unique, at one
with its surroundings
Certified Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary
Creating an intimate “Top Rated Country
Club” with no outside tournaments
and uncrowded play at all times
Pride in our Membership

We continue on our path to becoming a fully private country club. Call us today to
discover why this is the best time ever to begin “A Lifetime of Great Golf”.

For your private viewing contact us today
2634 10th Concession N.
Collingwood, ON,
705.444.5588

Linda Morra
705.444.5588 Ex 226
lmorra@oslerbrook.com
CONCEPT l DESIGN l BUILD

www.oslerbrook.com

sterlingcustomkitchens.com

705 888 4854
sterling@sterlingcustomkitchens.com

SUPERIOR
SANCTUARY
The Slate Islands off Lake Superior’s north
shore provide a home for the endangered
woodland caribou and a playground for
crowd-phobic paddlers
By Ned Morgan

H

alfway through the crossing, I begin to feel uneasy. The wet
and blustery August afternoon feels more like October. The
12 kilometres of Lake Superior between the town of Terrace
Bay and our destination – the Slate Islands, maintained by the MNR as
a wilderness park since 1985 – is a mass of whitecaps. Our group of
six feels fortunate that we hired guide Gary Salesse to shuttle us to the
islands, our kayaks and paddleboards secured on a sturdy rack above
our heads. But as the 26-foot Seaswirl Striper pitches and yaws, Gary
adjusting his steering and throttle with each wave, I’m sure the motor
will flood. Several times it sputters alarmingly. Everyone’s chatting as
if the wind and waves aren’t happening, and my uneasiness fades as I
realize that Gary could navigate these waters with his eyes closed.
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The efficient Captain Gary proves crucial; in addition to his piloting skills, his local
knowledge does much to enhance our paddling trip to the lonely archipelago. He advises
the paddleboard surfer in our group where and when he will find the right waves. He tells
us where not to land on our circumnavigation of Patterson Island (if Superior blows up,
we could be trapped for days on the outer rim).
And he bumps up our accommodation. We ask him to take us to whatever campsite
is available – the wilderness park has no facilities, though several campsites exist – but
instead Gary delivers us to our own private cabin. In a well-protected cove between the
largest island, Patterson, and the second-largest, Mortimer, lies the smaller McColl Island
and its “Come ’n’ Rest Cabin” – complete with bunks, kitchen gear, table, woodstove,
deck, firepit, fish-cleaning station, dock, canoes, a newly-built privy, and a tame snowshoe
hare. The MNR maintains the structure (which pre-dates the Park) as an “emergency
cabin”; if someone more in need of shelter comes along, we have to give it up. Fine by us.
Gary also advises us where to spot woodland caribou – a globally endangered subspecies
of Rangifer tarandus – who crossed the ice from the mainland more than a century ago
and adapted to the exposed islands’ harsher but predator-free environment. The Slates
were never extensively logged due to the stunted nature of the forest, reminiscent of
Krummholz growth: gnarled spruce, fir, and cedar draped in old man’s beard and other
lichens (a key food source for caribou) and underlain by mattress-thick sphagnum moss.
Before dusk, Gary advises, wait near a narrow channel between two islands where the
animals are most likely to swim across before bedding down for the night in the interior.
On a map the Slates look tiny, especially set against the vastness of Lake Superior. But
when you’re paddling here you feel happily adrift in a boundless and relatively primeval
wilderness. This primeval quality is suggested not just by the old-growth forest but also
by the generally accepted theory that the islands were the epicentre of a prehistoric
asteroid impact. Paddling is the best way to see the evidence of this long-ago event
imprinted in “shattercone” formations – conical and striated sections of the Precambrian
bedrock that were subject to extreme shock – visible in cliffs along McGreevy Harbour
and elsewhere. And sonar mapping shows a deep trough and ridge encircling the islands,
consistent with a ”hypervelocity impact" crater. The cosmic nature of the Slates’ origin
reinforces my impression that this place is extraordinary.

On a map of Lake Superior the islands may barely register but humans moving by
paddle-power will require plenty of map checks. And if you want to explore any of the
island interiors, tread warily. On our second day we paddled to the end of Lawrence Bay
and hiked into the Patterson Island interior about a kilometre to Hart Lake, following
one of the countless well-beaten caribou trails through the gloomy Mirkwood. Only due
to the extraordinary directional skills of one of our group did we find our way back to
our boats after several wrong turns; the trails look deceptively hikeable but follow a mazy
logic only these hoofed mammals understand. If you’re foolhardy enough to stray too far
inland, you’d probably not reemerge for many hours or even days.
Apart from the networks of caribou trails, the islands are undeveloped save a
decommissioned but maintained lighthouse, built in 1903, that stands on a ridge near
the southeast corner of Patterson, complete with spacious quarters and a sturdy cement
pier. The lighthouse and outbuildings are the only structures on the islands apart from
the Come ’n’ Rest cabin. There is some local motor boat traffic, but not much. On our
circumnavigation of Patterson we see one small outboard and a trio of kayak fishermen.
The Slates don’t seem much troubled by the press of humanity.
Woodland caribou are certainly untroubled by people and will occasionally approach
out of curiosity. Unlike their mainland cousins, they have not yet learned fear of us.
Though docile they’re a nonetheless resilient species dating back to the time of the wooly
mammoth – but unlike the latter they’ve adapted through ice ages and more recently,
severe habitat disruption due to road construction and natural resource exploration
throughout their mainland ranges. That an otherwise vulnerable species has found a place
to sustain itself – on this utopian ground removed from inimical forces, encircled by the
perpetually frigid waters of Lake Superior – should give us a little hope.
On our final day as we’re waiting at the cabin for Captain Gary to retrieve us, a small
fishing outboard chugs by. A man in the boat waves to us and then points to the opposite
shore of Patterson Island, where a pair of antlers is moving across the water. This is the
first caribou I’ve seen. While planning the trip I had envisioned a series of selfies-withcaribou but during our five-day stay our group spotted only one, which dashed out of
sight before I could turn my head.
We stop packing up our gear and run to the end of dock, watching in silent awe as the
animal rises from the water onto the sand beach, shakes itself mightily, then disappears
into the forest.
Check out a short film about our Slates trip at mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue

PREVIOUS SPREAD: Photographer Ted Simonett: “I looked up after towelling off after a swim, and not more than 25 feet away was this
caribou. I had my camera with me, but only one lens, a 300mm. This was the best I could do. I might add that we’d been swimming au
naturel as we were the only folks around, so this shot was taken in my birthday suit. That might explain the look in the caribou’s eye.”
Woodland caribou, Slate Islands. TED SIMONETT PHOTO.
THIS SPREAD: A night at the Slate Islands’ ‘Come n’ Rest’ cabin. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.
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The cosmic nature of the
Slates’ origin reinforces my
impression that this place is
extraordinary.

Foggy morning, Sunday Harbour, Patterson Island. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.
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GEARGUIDE

POWER TRAVELLER SOLARGORILLA
SOLAR PANEL CHARGER ($225)
With two high-efficiency glass photovoltaic panels,
the SolarGorilla can directly charge laptops under 40
watts, phones, iPods and most other USB devices
you’ll take off-grid on your summer expeditions. If you
require a lot of power, the SolarGorilla will also juice up
a PowerGorilla battery (sold separately; charging some
laptops over 40 watts may require this battery). The
SolarGorilla is housed in a tough and trip-ready outer
casing. Includes DC connection cable, 12V socket, and
USB connection cable with tips for DC2.0 (mini Nokia),
Micro USB, Mini USB, Samsung, LG, Sony Ericsson,
DC4.0 (Sony PSP), Nintendo DS-Lite. Dimensions: 26.4
x 20 x 1.9cm. powertraveller.com & mec.ca

BELL SUPER 2R HELMET ($260)
This convertible helmet is pretty damn awesome. In an
age when you need a different helmet for every sport,
it’s nice that at least one of them is multi-sport. This is
perfect for the XC rider who dabbles in DH or viceversa. It converts from full face to open face in seconds
and actually looks good in both configurations. With
tons of well-placed ventilation and a tear-away camera
mount, the Super 2R is two helmets for the price of one.
bellhelmets.com

COLUMBIA YOUTH SPLASH MAKER III RAIN
JACKET ($89.99)
This high-performance rain jacket is built to seal out
serious downpours while allowing excess heat and
moisture to escape when youngsters are playing hard all
day. Features include Columbia’s acclaimed Omni-Tech
waterproof/breathable membrane and full seam sealing,
a mesh lining that slides smoothly over their skin, and
an adjustable hood with a brim to protect head and face.
columbia.com
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTINCT
990 BC EDITION ($6599)
With Smoothlink suspension ready to plough through the
chunkiest mountain terrain, RM’s intelligent geometry
also retains the natural handling abilities their bikes are
famous for. Unlike some 29ers, the Instinct BC Edition’s
standover and mud clearance are more than ample.
Goodies include: a rotating square chip within the rear
shock mount for 9 head/seat angle and ride-height
settings; a 140mm (5.5in) travel fork (RockShox Pike)
which leans you back further when you need it; customvalved Monarch rear shock; and a 70mm Race Face
Turbine stem with a 760mm wide Race Face Next bar.
Frame and shock weigh in at 5.25lbs – surprisingly light
for such an aggressive-trail monster. bikes.com

650b and 29er options

EDDIE BAUER STARGAZER 3 TENT ($420)
This 3-season backpacking tent is extra-spacious and
keeps the elements way out. Colour-coded, single-pole
setup means quick and easy pitching and takedown in
any weather. Stands firm in high winds. Two generous
vestibules protect rain-phobic gear. Loops for gear loft
(not included). Glow zipper-pulls on double doors for
quick entry and exit. Full flysheet and vestibules keep
gear and interior dry even in the worst weather. Steep
sidewalls mean a larger living area. This tent feels a lot
bigger than your average 3-person. eddiebauer.com
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The ReTuRn
of The King.

Fully integrated SWAT storage technology

The shortest chainstays of any trail bike out there

The 2016 Stumpjumper FSR is the ultimate trail bike.
Mountain biking has come a long way since the Stumpjumper first debuted in
1981. This year, it solidifies its position as the best handling and most efficient
trail bike in history with revolutionary new technology like a proprietary
Rx Trail shock tune, fully integrated SWAT technology, 650b and 29er
options, the shortest chainstays of any trail bike out there, and an even
slacker, trail-eating geometry. Add it all up, and you have a bike that’s ready for
anything that the trail can throw at it.

www.squirejohns.com
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SPYDER DIFFUSER JACKET ($330)
The lightest waterproof jacket Spyder makes, the packable Diffuser should
go on every trip. Clean and minimal with custom trims, this a sleek style
that doesn’t scream ‘base camp.’ Out on the the trails or around town, the
Pertex Shield+ waterproof/breathable membranes will keep precip at bay,
while the Spylon+ DWR coating will keep water from soaking into the stretchy
nylon ripstop fabric. With fixed adjustable hood, fully taped seams, brushed
microfiber inner collar, elasticized cuffs, zippered hand pockets, and elastic
hem. spyder.com

NORTH FACE TALUS 3 TENT ($299.99)
Designed with a double vestibule and double-door entry,
this new 3-person car camping or backpacking tent
offers easy dual access to the spacious interior, and
boasts a super-handy gear loft inside. Includes: DAC
featherlight NSL poles, high-low ventilation for better
breathability, guylines, ground tarp, and a reliable 75D
polyester/1200 PU-coated flysheet. Very lightweight and
sets up in a jiffy. thenorthface.com/en_ca

SALOMON TECHAMPHIBIAN 3 SANDALS ($89)
‘Smeagol’ between water and land with this advanced
hybrid footwear. The Techamphibian 3 blends the
protection of a shoe with the lightweight fit of your
favourite sandal. This third-generation version features
improved tongue construction and a soft fabric liner for
better comfort. Uppers are highly breathable, quickdrying mesh that keeps waterborne debris from being
sucked under your soles. Adjustable, convertible heels
allow for use as shoes or slides. Outsoles are nonmarking rubber with lugged traction. Precious!
salomon.com/caus

BLU WAVE FATHOM SUP
($1999.99 FOR 12.6’; $2099.99 FOR 14’)
Inspired in name and function by the grouping of islands
off the Bruce Peninsula shoreline, the Fathom line of
touring boards brings high performance and functionality
in the same package. Outfitted with deck tie-downs for
overnight gear stowage, and dual GoPro mounts for
action camera or GPS mounting, the Fathom has it all.
The Fathom boards are constructed with Blu Wave’s
new Innegra carbon weave, which provides enhanced
durability in a lightweight performance machine. Available
in 12.6-ft. and 14.0 lengths. bluwave.ca

THULE SUP TAXI 810XT ($299.99)
This stand-up paddleboard carrier delivers unmatched
security combined with a universal mounting design. The
telescoping design delivers a custom fit for board widths
up to 34” wide. Heavy-duty steel-reinforced webbing and
spring-loaded locking cam provide worry-free security
for your boards while soft, weather-resistant padding
protects during transit. Equipped with new Speed-Link
mounting system for convenient, tool-free mounting to
Thule systems, round bars and most factory racks. Twoboard capacity. thule.com
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GERBER FLIK MULTI-PLIER ($75)
With its 12 beefy tools, the pro-grade Flik stainless multitool gives itself quite an edge. This industrial-strength
tool’s needle-nose pliers can grab very fine elements
in tiny spaces. The tool also contains a brawny saw,
a serrated blade knife, and a fine edge knife, each of
which can take on a multitude of cutting and sawing
tasks, making the Flik more than sufficient as the sole
tool in your go-bag or survival kit. Also includes Phillips
driver, three flat heads, a file, a built-in ruler, a lanyard
ring, and a can and bottle opener. gerbergear.com

That floating feeling of taking off your
pack, now available all day long.
JULBO VENTURI ($130)
The new Venturi was designed with input from Julbo’s
internationally successful trail running team. These
featherweight shades will help you perform over whatever
terrain a run traverses. With a wide field of vision and
optional photochromic Zebra and Zebra Light lenses,
the Venturi offers a clear path to better mountain vision.
Designed for long wear, this is ultra-streamlined eyewear
with Julbo’s new 3D Fit Nose for comfy and secure
grip. The unbeatable Zebra lens immediately adapts
to the lighting conditions in your current environment,
transitioning with you between sun and shade.
julbo-canada.ca

FJALLRAVEN HIGH COAST WIND ANORAK ($199.99)
A practical and classic-lined jacket suitable for many
modes of outdoor life – hiking, paddling, cycling, or
camping. The simple design includes only the most
essential details, to keep weight at a minimum. The fabric
is wind resistant, will withstand light rain, and dries fast.
The hood is adjustable, there is a half-length zipper at
the front and a kangaroo pocket that doubles as a pack
bag. The sleeve cuffs have elastic edging and thumb
holes that keep sleeves in place. Drawcord adjustment
at hem. This is a light, pliant and packable wind jacket
in waxed polyamide/organic cotton. Protective properties
can be enhanced with Fjallraven’s Greenland Wax.
fjallravencanada.com
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NRS BARON 6 INFLATABLE SUP ($1395)
The 11’4” Baron 6 is long, wide and built to glide. This
premium inflatable is a sturdy platform for river running,
touring, fitness paddling and yoga. With 358 litres of air
volume, this is NRS’ highest-volume board, providing
performance and stability for paddlers up to 275 lbs.
Inflates to a rock-hard 15psi for performance that rivals a
hardshell, then rolls up compactly when deflated. Three
removable, interchangeable fins let you customize for
tracking and turning. Heavy-duty construction stands
up to abrasion and abuse. Diamond-textured foam deck
pad gives you a non-slip surface for excellent control.
The nylon fins flex to absorb impacts. Top-quality Leafield
C7 inflation/deflation valve for reliability. Three stainless
D-rings provide attachment points for gear and a leash.
Comes with carry/storage backpack, fins, pressure
gauge, high-pressure pump, Leafield valve adapter and a
repair kit. mec.ca

Introducing the NEW Osprey Anti-Gravity Suspension:
Innovative, revolutionary, maybe even a little bit of magic.

PHOTO / DAN HOLZ

Atmos Aura AG Mountain Life ONTARIO EN 1_2 H.indd 1

ATMOS AG TM / AURA AG TM SERIES
Feel it to believe it at a retailer near you. ospreypacks.com
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Exhibitions
Until September 13
De Colonize Me
Delaine Le Bas & Scott Benesiinaabandan:
From ‘Artificial Curiosities’? To Art
Path of the Paddle
Into the Light
Continuing
The Tom Thomson Experience
Events
June 22 at the Roxy Theatre
Special Screening of MLE
July 8
Chi-Cheemaun Dinner Cruise curated by the TOM
August 20-23
Canadian Spirit at Summerfolk
www.tomthomson.org
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OSPREY SYNCRO 15 ($140)
The Syncro 15-litre has a roomy main compartment
with plenty of space for everything to hit the trail fully
prepared for a long haul. The AirSpeed Suspension
ventilated backpanel maximizes breathability, keeping
you cool and comfortable all day long. 2.5 Hydraulics LT
reservoir included. Built-in baffles reduce sloshing and
barrelling and a detachable hose connection allows for
fast and easy removal of the reservoir from the pack.
Features include integrated raincover, J-zip front tool
organizer, LidLock helmet attachment, ErgoPull hip belt
for a custom fit, and slash pocket. This is hydration pack
perfection. ospreypacks.com

MERRELL CRESTBOUND GORE-TEX
HIKERS ($300)
When you’re loaded down for days in the
unpredictable backcountry, this backpacking
boot lets you hit the trail in any weather and
never look back. Its waterproof/breathable
upper keeps feet dry and cradles your
heel with a snug fit, preventing trip-killing
blisters. Underfoot, the lightweight, durable
hiking platform lets you feel the trail while
protecting by absorbing rough terrain. A hiker
with steadfast Merrell reliability, quality and
performance. merrell.ca

TheOPEN
latest
toys booksCOLLINGWOOD!
and crafts
NOW
IN DOWNTOWN
for
kids
allfor
ages
The laTesT Toys
books
andof
crafTs
kids of all ages

Outdoor toys • Craft Kits & Supplies • Games & Puzzles •Building toys
Science kits • Puppets & dress-up • Infant toys • Thomas the Tank Engine
And books for infants to teens

GSI PINNACLE CAMPER COOKSET ($129.95)
This pro-calibre set includes 4 plates, 4 insulated mugs
and sip-it tops, 4 bowls and a 2 L pot with strainer lid,
which all nest into a generous 3 L pot and frypan with
a strainer lid. These durable, non-stick-coated, hardanodized aluminum pots are the ultimate in design,
space-efficiency and cooking performance for the trail.
Rugged stuff sack holds set securely and doubles as
sink or wash basin. Folding pot/pan gripper locks on to
exterior brackets to prevent scratching and to provide a
secure cook handle. gsioutdoors.com & mec.ca

27 Hurontario St., Collingwood
(705) 445-6222
Shop on line at www.mindsalive.ca
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6:00, Sat. 9:30-5:00 Sun. 11:00-4:00

The year of

10073 MTNLF Minds Alive_Winter 2010_FNL.indd 1

MSR WINDBOILER 1.0L STOVE SYSTEM ($127)
A quick, rugged and compact integrated stove system
for 1 to 2 minimalist travellers. MSR took the Venturi
burner that made their Reactor stoves so fast and fuelNigiri
efficient and squeezed it into a smaller unit. When you
(raw fish oN a ball of rice)
want hot food quickly or need to melt snow to hydrate,
the WindBoiler retains most of its heating capacity in
high-wind settings. 1L pot and heat exchanger are made
of hard anodized aluminum. Includes a polypropylene
470ml bowl. 227g fuel canister burns for about 95
minutes and will boil approximately 18L of water.
cascadedesigns.com/ca/msr

MOUNTAIN HARDWEAR OPTIC 6 TENT ($399)
This is our go-to basecamp tent for kayak/SUP trips
– we split it up between a few people to distribute the
load. A true six-person, it will also serve as a largefamily tent. The open architecture boasts twin full-size
doors, standing-height interior and loads of gear storage
options. The Optic is big enough to accommodate
6 adults—sleeping or standing—and all your stuff.
Equipped with extensive pocketing throughout to
keep your gear safe and maximize space. Add even
more living space with optional oversized footprint.
Flysheet: waterproof 75D Polyester Taffeta 1500mm
PU. Floor area: 86 sq. ft.! Vestibule area: 17 sq. ft.
mountainhardwear.com

Sashimi
(just the raw fish)

Serving Sushi & Japanese Cuisine
Nigiri
(raw fish oN a ball of rice)

Sashimi
(just the raw fish)

188 First St.
Collingwood
705-293-1037

10-10-01 9:32 AM

Check us out on
facebook or on our
website for program details.
meafordmuseum.ca

www.thehungrysumo.com • info@thehungrysumo.com
)

w
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“Education is a natural process carried out by the human individual and
is acquired not by listening to words, but by experiences in the environment.”
- Dr. Maria Montessori

3 year Montessori Programing for children ages 3 to 6
Weekly Professional Music Lessons with Brenda Beattie

ARC’TERYX ACRUX FL GTX APPROACH SHOE
($240)
Designed for speedy approaches and long trail days,
the Acrux FL GTX delivers durable performance with the
weather protection and custom comfort of an Adaptive
Fit Gore-Tex liner and a Vibram sole designed for slick
rock or granite. The liner stretches to conform to the
foot, providing a level of fit not achievable with traditional
construction. Made from a quick-drying nylon textile, the
upper is a seamless single thermolaminated piece – a
smooth surface that’s lighter, exceptionally abrasion
resistant, and not subject to seam failure. The injected
EVA midsole is designed to work in tandem with the
outsole for superior braking on descents and agility on
the move. Three-dimensional toe and heel caps protect
the foot and further extend durability. arcteryx.com

OUTDOOR RESEARCH LEVITATOR PACK ($67)
Alpine-style ascents require a pack designed for
carrying the essentials while moving fast and light
across wind-tortured ridges or up granite crack
systems. With a streamlined yet durable design and
enough room for a full rack, climbing shoes and a
helmet, the 13L Levitator is the perfect companion
for speed-ascents and peak bagging. Carefully
placed haul points create a secure attachment for
heaving up gear and also double as ice axe loops.
A clever strap system allows the pack to close even
when overstuffed with vital gear. Hydration bladder–
ready. outdoorresearch.com

Acorn Montessori School, Box 172, Thornbury, ON., (705) 606-1642
To learn more about Acorn Montessori, visit acornmontessori.ca
HH JR LOKE JACKET ($90) & PANT ($75)
The essential junior adventure jacket. Practical
for a variety of weather conditions with a
waterproof and windproof/breathable construction
and front storm flap to keep out wind and rain.
Fully adjustable/detachable hood and waist let
you adjust the fit and comfort for year-round
outdoor activity. Features include 2.5 ply fabric
construction, fully sealed seams, quick-dry inside,
zipped hand pockets, elasticated cuffs. Packs into
pocket. The JR Loke pant is ideal for year-round
outdoor activity and is made of same waterproof/
breathable material, with adjustable waist.
hellyhansen.com
WILDERNESS SYSTEMS TARPON 160 KAYAK
($1205)
This 16ft. sit-on-top is the Escalade of angling kayaks
that can also handle multi-day touring – and keep pace
with sea kayaks. It is very stable in serious chop, too.
The Airpro seat is an all-day dream, and the boat’s
storage capacity is fit for a king: the stern tankwell with
adjustable bungee can hold a canoe pack–size drybag,
while the bow hatch will easily swallow two 30L bags
plus more. The midship hatch is conveniently at your
fingertips. Other goodies include SlideTrax accessory
system, scupper holes, gear storage pockets, cupholder,
comfort carry handles, and paddle holder. Rudder ready.
wildernesssystems.com

/
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SPOT GLOBAL PHONE
Finally, a compact and lightweight satellite phone with
reasonably priced plan options. We’ve tested it on
two wilderness trips so far and it’s never let us down.
Includes voicemail, internet access (with optional data
kit offering 9.6 kbps), text message receiving, and a
lithium ion battery with 4 hours talk time and 36 hours
of standby. Once activated, you get a 10-digit Canadian
phone number. No roaming fees in your home service
area, and anytime 911 service via the GEOS International
Emergency Response Center. Includes voicemail and text
message indicator. Airtime plans as low as 25¢ a minute.
Free long distance in Canada and US. findmespot.com
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Below: Naomi working through the crux of Metcalfe Rock’s new Zen Garden 5.11ish.
GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.
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Right: Biking Beausoleil. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.
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Enjoy casual dining and
relaxed prices at The Lodge

Experience mountain views or sit at one of The Lodge’s poolside
tables. Savour our unique made from scratch, home cooked recipes
at affordable prices. Enjoy a selection from our wine list, local craft
beer and live weekend music. We also offer conference and wedding
packages, contact us for details.

15

% for local

OFF

Top: Matt Konings and the Blue Mountain Bike Park trail crew enjoying the fruits of their labour on the
newly built H2O trail. MARC LANDRY PHOTO/COURTESY BLUE MOUNTAIN RESORTS.
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Bottom: Boys at Minks and McCoys, Georgian Bay. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.

residents

Mention this ad or bring it with you. Offer good through to Oct 31 2015. Offer not applicable to alcoholic beverages.

www.thelodgeatblue.com

Mountain Springs Resort 796468 Grey Road 19,
Blue Mountains, ON, L9Y 0N6 1 877 368 2583 ext 215
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LOCALPICKS
Red Paddle Co. Ten Eight Activ SUP
Red has taken the super-popular 10’8” ride model and made
some changes to produce the ultimate yoga and pilates SUP
board. Tec Air construction means you get a super rigid and
stable board perfect for these disciplines.
Matt, Blue Surf, Highway 26, Craigleith
(bluesurf.ca 705.293.9322)

Live life in full bloom
at evolution....

CLIF Bar Organic Trail Mix Bar
This new bar is made for mixing it up and discovering all
the good stuff the day has to offer. Combining simple and
organic ingredients that are good for both our bodies and the
planet, the Trail Mix Bar comes in flavours for just about every
occasion no matter where the trail takes you.
Emily, CLIF Bar Canada (clifbar.ca)

Osprey 110L Shuttle ($320)
This gear hauler features Osprey’s proprietary Highroad
chassis along with polyurethane wheels and sealed
bearings to keep this thing rolling on the bumpiest of
roads. With multiple pockets, a compartment for dirty
clothes or shoes, a retractable handle and aluminum
frame, this bag is ready for any adventure.
Benoit, Osprey Canada (ospreypacks.com 800.465.9637)

Smith Overtake MIPS Helmet
Providing maximum ventilation, superior aerodynamics
and improved protection, the Overtake is the ultimate
racing helmet and a must-have for any cyclist in any event.
Integrating proprietary technologies with best-in-class
protection options, the Overtake is your ticket to ride.
Shane, Squire John’s, Craigleith (squirejohns.com
1.800.303.1334)

Patagonia Capilene 1 Silkweight Crew

Sapsucker Maple Tree Filtered Water

Stay cool and dry in warm-to-hot conditions in
Patagonia’s stretchiest baselayer with 50+ UPF
sun protection. Made from moisture-wicking
polyester, Capilene synthetic baselayers wick
moisture away from your skin, breathe efficiently
and dry fast to provide the foundation for any
layering system.
Red Devil Sports, Blue Mountain Village
(705.443.5803 bluemountain.ca/shopping)

The water produced by a maple tree originates
in the air and the earth around it. As it
draws this moisture up through its roots and
trunk, the tree acts as a natural filter, adding
nutrients and subtle flavour along the way.
Casey, The Cheese Gallery, Thornbury
(thecheesegallery.ca 519.599.6699 )

GAYETY

Skechers GOwalk 3
Features GOga Mat Technology with high-rebound cushioning, breathable mesh
fabric upper, shock-absorbing sole, memory form fit design with memory foam
padding around heel for a custom-feel fit. Flexibility and feedback for an incredibly
responsive walking experience.
Cris, Skechers Canada
(ca.skechers.com 1.877.644.4414)
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Brooks Range Men’s Wool Hybrid
Jacket
The Hybrid Wool Jacket is constructed
with Polartec Alpha insulation in the body
and Polartec Power Wool in the arms. It’s
designed to be worn as a mid layer or
outer layer with a shell fabric in the body to
protect the wearer from wind while staying
breathable.
Sarah, Brooks Range (1.888.960.5838
brooks-range.com)

Rudy Project Ryzer with Rx Insert

Swift Saranac 15 Sea Kayak

Performance at the highest level, thanks to the ability to
change lenses quickly and easily with Rudy Project’s
pioneering Flip Change Technology. Available with multiple
lenses plus photochromatic Rx optical insert.
Armand, Envy Eyewear, Blue Mountain Village (envyeyewear.
com 705.445.3168, direct Toronto line 416.238.2743)

With an increased waterline for better glide, the roomy Saranac 15 accelerates
with ease and maintains speed with minimal effort, making it the easy choice
for adventurous multi-day paddlers or those who need a little more leg room.
High-back seat with lumbar support. Available in Swift’s super-lightweight
Carbon Fusion, Kevlar Fusion, or Hybrid Fusion.
Scott, Swift Canoe & Kayak, various locations including Waubaushene &
Gravenhurst (swiftcanoe.com 800.661.1429)

...edible art
Espresso
& Pastry Bar
Now Open!
Open 7 Days A Week 9:30 am - 6 pm

Hudson’s Bay Company Multistripe
Butterfly Beach Chair
Complete with a matching drawstring bag, you can
take stylish seating on-the-go with this comfortable
canvas butterfly chair, decorated with the iconic
multistriped design. Metal frame.
Leslie, Evolution Him & Her, Thornbury
(evolutionformen.ca 519.599.5013)

The Kona Process 134 Mountain Bike
Not only an ultimate climber but its superb
technical handling lets you shred your favourite 3
Stage trails all day. With 5” of travel, 27.5” wheels,
reliable components, and a dropper post, the 134 is
ready for your next day off.
Kris, Kamikaze, Collingwood (kamikazebikes.com
705.446.1234)

519.599.6699
11 Bruce Street South, Thornbury, Ontario N0H 2P0

www.thecheesegallery.com

Come see our great
bathing suit selection

Cyntur JumperPack Mini
With this portable lithium-Ion JumperPack mini in your
glovebox, a dead car battery becomes an easy jump
instead of a major hassle. It’s also a 200 lumen LED
torch, emergency strobe and powerful smartphone/
tablet charger all in one.
Bruno, Cyntur (cyntur.com & avail. at amazon.ca)

North Face Women’s Base Camp Wedge
A stylish 1” wedge sandal that’s crafted with an egg-crate shaped footbed to remain
comfortable despite the extra height. Slim straps are lined in jersey and constructed of
bomber material that’s inspired by the durability of the expedition-proven base camp duffel.
The North Face Store, Blue Mountain Village (705.443.5805 bluemountain.ca/shopping)
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28 Bruce St S., Thornbury, 519-599-3040
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Like us on Facebook: Facebook.com/EnvyEyewear

Slackers Sky Pogo Swing

Body Glove Vielha Surf Capris

With Sky Pogo, kids can jump and
bounce two and a half feet up into the
sky without ever touching the ground.
Just attach to a strong healthy tree or a
strong play structure and start bouncing
today. Available NOW! Ages 5-12,
120lbs. max weight limit.
Jeff, Minds Alive, Collingwood
(mindsalive.ca 705.445.6222)

These super stretch surf capris are
constructed with hybrid swimwearworkout material so you can wear them
to work out, and to paddle out. Made
with quick-dry technology, they can be
paired with Body Glove swimwear or
any sports bras.
Tarren, Gaia Boutique, Thornbury
(gaiaboutique.ca 519.599.3040)

made in Italy, are one of the
O p tPeoples
i c a l , sunglass
s u n g land
a soptical
s e s & a cOSBE
c e sHelmets,
sOries
Oliver
frames are hand-crafted of the finest
quality materials. Available at only the
finest luxury eyewear retailers.

hottest ski accessories out there. Join the
‘goggle free’ revolution. Preorder now for next
year’s ski season.

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear
Selection
Envy eyewear
is the exclusive Ontario
retailer of:

Thornbury Bakery Gluten-Free
Bread

Performance meets style with Rudy
Project Rydon sunglasses. Come in
to see the multiple lens packages
available. The perfect accessory for
cycling or other high performance
sports. Prescription inserts available.

Optical, sunglasses & accessOries

Whiskey River Soaps
Whiskey River Soap Co. makes soap and candles that
smell amazing and will make you laugh. They’re all
about hand-making their high-quality products and
not just selling you a funny label wrapped around
something mass-produced.
Kelly, Dags & Willow Fine Cheese, Collingwood
(705.444.9100 dagsandwillow.ca)

The Original Chia bread is not only
gluten-free, dairy-free, egg-free,
peanut-free, vegan and non-GMO, it
is absolutely delicious. Available on
location and we deliver fresh bread to
many retailers across Ontario. NEW:
Golden Flax and Cinnamon Raisin!
Trish, Thornbury Bakery
(thornburybakery.com 519.270.7238)

Jada Cutout Sweatshirt by Tonic

Alpina Goggles
Check
out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection
European engineered, available
with Quattroflex lens to brighten
and sharpen vision. We also carry
optical inserts for ski goggles.

This French organic cotton terry sweatshirt boasts
exceptional softness and is a treat for the skin, inviting
relaxation, comfort, and balanced living.
Brenda, OOMF Activewear Blue Mountain Village &
Cranberry Mews Collingwood, (oomfactivewear.com
705.445.5239; 705.446.2627)

Red Wing Shoes Iron Ranger

selected frames & sunglasses
up to 50% off

This rugged 6-inch boot features premium Amber Harness
leather, chrome hardware, speed hooks, Goodyear welt
construction and triple stitched quality. Its double layer leather
toe cap, leather heel pocket and Nitrile Cork outsole make it a
tough and elegant favourite.
Scott, Evolution Him & Her, Thornbury
(evolutionformen.ca 519.599.5013)

See our collection
of Toy Watch, Boss,
Oakley & Tommy
Hilfiger watches

VeBA Compression Socks
These sport socks are made with nylon and
spandex which help draw moisture away
to keep the leg and foot dry. Through the
proper fibres, premium manufacturing and
medical gradient testing, VeBA socks can
help you improve circulation, recover faster,
fight muscle fatigue and increase energy.
Courtney, VeBA Sport (416.640.1947
vebasport.com)

*Mention this add prior to check-out and we will pay the taxes

V illage

at

B lue , B lue M ountains , on

705-445-3168
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Alpina Goggles
European engineered, available
with Quattroflex lens to brighten
and sharpen vision. We also carry

Soak Wash products
Echo Trends is a destination that not only carries great clothing people
love, but also provides the means to take care of them so they’ll stay
beautiful longer. Soak Wash products, Canadian made, are available in an
assortment of fresh fragrances plus scentless. We’ll show you how to care
for your laundry with Soak’s easy no-rinse washes.
Sarah Jane, Echo Trends, Collingwood (shopdana.ca 705.446.1496)
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Creemore Lot 9 Traditional
Pilsner
This golden pilsner is inspired by and
traditionally crafted to honour the
founders of Creemore – determined
folks who transformed a rugged patch
of land called Lot 9 into some of the
most prosperous crops around. So roll
up your sleeves and raise a glass to an
honest day’s hard work.
Anna, Creemore Springs
(creemoresprings.com available at
Beer Store & LCBO)

C

M

Put a little

Y

CM

Sidelaunch Mountain Lager
A light lager both in colour and alcohol, in
the style of a Munich helles. Delicate, with
a soft European malt character, finishing
with a lingering but very pleasant aftertaste
from the German noble hops. 4.7% alc./
vol. and unfiltered. Available in July while
supplies last.
Chuck, Side Launch Brewing
Company (1.844.293.BEER (2337)
sidelaunchbrewing.com

in your day.

MY

CY

CMY

K

Formerly One Tooth.
Collingwood

Blue Mountains

Barrie

Collingwood, ON L9Y 0W5

Blue Mountains, ON L9Y 0V2

Barrie, ON L4N 8W8

10 Keith Ave. Unit 402
705.445.5329

170 Jozo Weider Blvd. Unit 19
705.446.2627

12 Commerce Park Dr, Unit C
705.733.3663

www.oomfactivewear.com

Set your sights
on Meaford

Baked & Pickled Gluten-Free Bread
Our gluten-free breads are all made by hand
and include ingredients like psyllium husks,
flax seeds and organic honey. Our flavoured
GF breads include seasoned flatbreads,
aged cheddar and aged cheddar jalapeño
loaves made using our own pickled local
jalapeños.
Paul, Baked & Pickled, Collingwood
(bakedandpickled.com 705.607.0707)

Lake of Bays Brewing Company
Mini-Keg
Here’s a find. Ontario craft beer in a handy
mini keg that stays fresh for up to 30 days
after tapping, thanks to a built-in CO2
cartridge. Also great for parties. Rock Cut
is an easy-drinking 4.2% alc./vol. lager.
Available LCBO.
Tamsen, Lake of Bays Brewing Co., Baysville
(lakeofbaysbrewing.ca 855.311.BEER (2337)
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The Collingwood Brewery 1854
Anniversary Ale
Brewed to celebrate The Collingwood
Brewery’s first-year anniversary, this is the
brewery’s award-winning saison aged six
months in pinot noir barrels. Notes of oak,
vanilla and mango are perfect for summer
BBQs. 750ml $10.95. Available exclusively at
the brewery.
Chris, The Collingwood Brewery
(thecollingwoodbrewery.com 705.444.2337)

Wee Willi Winkels Gold Lager
A tribute to the late great Wee Willi Winkels,
a true legend in the skateboard and
snowboarding community. This beer is based
on balance and subtlety with a malt forward
body and noticeable hop flavour, though less
assertive than a traditional European Pilsner.
Geoff, Northwinds Brewhouse & Eatery,
Collingwood (northwindsbrewhouse.com
705.888.3550)

Steam Whistle Wall Mounted Opener Nik Zoricic Camelbak waterbottle
This sweet piece of high-quality barware is
available in the Steam Whistle online store.
For that authentic old-fashioned bar feeling
in the comfort of your own home! The store
also includes premium glassware and other
accessories.
Tim, Steam Whistle (shop.steamwhistle.ca
416.362.BEER (2337)

Quench your thirst this summer with the bottle
that gives back. $10 from every limited edition
Camelbak water bottle goes to the Nik Zoricic
Foundation, in support of safety in cycling and
skiing. In store now.
Devin, Skiis & Biikes Collingwood
(skiisandbiikes.com 705.445.9777)
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FEATURERESTAURANTS
AZZURRA TRATTORIA
Collingwood’s Azzurra has a longstanding reputation for blending classic Italian dishes with up-market
contemporary cuisine. Pastas, pastries and desserts are crafted in-house with fresh, seasonal
ingredients. The ‘Pranzo Italiano’ menu is a lively and unique way to accommodate larger tables.
100 Pine Street, Collingwood
azzurra.ca
705.445.7771

BAKED & PICKLED MEXICAN RESTAURANT & BAKERY
Baked & Pickled features authentic Mexican dishes for lunch or take-away in the heart of downtown
Collingwood. Stop by often to check out daily specials like Frijoles, Chicken Tinga and tasty Tostadas.
While you’re here, pick up a jar of their famous home-made B&P salsas, signature pickles and
preserves. They also offer in-house baked breads, tortillas, gluten-free loaves and seasoned flatbreads.
They’re freshly baked, uniquely pickled and open for business.
137 Hurontario St, Collingwood bakedandpickled.com
705.607.0707

BOSTON PIZZA
Boston Pizza is ‘two experiences under one roof’ – a family-friendly casual dining restaurant with a
separate sports bar. Boston Pizza offers a casual setting with over 100 menu items including gourmet
pizzas made with signature hand-pressed dough, mouth-watering pastas and a wide variety of
appetizers, salads, entrées and desserts. Over 40 million guests are served at over 350 locations in
Canada each year.
390 First Street, Collingwood
bostonpizza.com 705.443.8776

BRUCE WINE BAR & KITCHEN
Bruce Wine Bar & Kitchen is a unique eatery with an award-winning wine list and a Feast Ontario
designation for a focus on sustainable, quality food crafted in-house. A full-scale restaurant with
seasonal menus and the best Neapolitan-style pizza north of the GTA. Check out Wednesday Open
Mic night and an impressive roster of independent Canadian musicians every Friday night. Feed your
curiosity!
8 Bruce St. S, Thornbury (behind TD bank)
brucewinebar.ca 519.599.1112

Gluten-free Bread, Buns and Desserts
Breakfast & Lunch • Meals-to-Go
Homemade Breads & Pastries Daily
Decadent Cakes & Desserts
Special Occasion Cakes • Catering- 2 to 250

COPPER BLUES
The first restaurant to open in the Blue Mountain Village, Copper Blues is a true Village pioneer.
Featuring a casual yet sophisticated menu for lunch and dinner daily, diners can enjoy AAA Black
Angus steaks, fresh seafood, vintage wine and much more. Our talented hospitality team is here to
entertain your every request. Dining at its finest.....Service at its best! Specializing in Corporate & Group
events.
copperblues.com
705.446.2643

DAGS & WILLOW FINE CHEESE & GOURMET SHOP
Dags & Willow offers a range of products and services, including fresh and frozen prepared foods,
breads and bagels, giftware, cheese boards, customized gift baskets, a host of gourmet packaged goods
and, of course, an astonishing selection of artisanal cheeses from Canada and around the world. Catering
services available. Open every day except Monday.
25 Second Street, Collingwood
dagsandwillow.ca
705.444.9100
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12 Bruce Street in Thornbury

(519) 599-3311 • www.thornburybakerycafe.com
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DUNCANS CAFÉ
If you don’t like a fresh and diverse menu paired with suggested wines from all regions and if you really
don’t like original-art-covered interiors, wait staff with personality and the best dining experience in
Collingwood... then you’d better not come to Duncans Café, where every dish is prepared and served
with love! Reserve your favourite table again!
60 Hurontario St., Collingwood
duncanscafe.ca
705.444.5749

THE HUNGRY SUMO

. Cheese
. Gourmet
Products

We aim to satisfy your love of sushi, teriyaki and tempura. Check out our extensive and reasonably
priced menu. Lunch offers popular Bento Box combinations as well as a large range of sushi. Whether
you dine in or take out you will certainly not leave a Hungry Sumo! 188 First Street, Collingwood.
thehungrysumo.com
705.293.1037

JOZO’S
Blue Mountain’s original rockin’ hot spot, featuring nightly live entertainment, located in the Blue
Mountain Inn right across the hall from The Pottery. There’s incredible dancing and nightlife where the
energy intensifies until the wee hours. Jozo’s menu is the best of pub grub featuring fabulous wings,
nachos, pizzas, stacked sandwiches and burgers. Mountain vibrations at their best!
bluemountain.ca/jozobar.htm
705.443.5508

KAYTOO RESTAURANT & BAR
Sitting pretty on the mill pond in the heart of Blue Mountain Village, Kaytoo offers a diverse menu of
items ranging from BC salmon, Alberta beef and Saskatoon berry pie, Manitoba bison, Ontario ham,
Montreal smoked meat and lobster fresh from Halifax. You’ll find handmade burgers, freshcut fries and
crisp, green salads. You’ll also find a range of fresh seafood, choice handcut steaks and special daily
features. This is how all Canadians should eat.
Blue Mountain Village
kaytoo.ca
705.445.4100

KIMBERLEY GENERAL STORE

. Prepared
Foods
. Catering
. Gift Baskets
. Giftware
www.dagsandwillow.ca
25 Second Street, Collingwood 705-444-9100

Authentic Mexican
SHEFFIELD PARK

Black History & Cultural Museum

NOW OPEN!

Come visit our brand new location at
137 Hurontario St, Collingwood!

Fridays just got tastier. Kimberley General Store is stoking their new wood-fired pizza oven beside
their century-old redbrick in the village of Kimberley in the heart of the Beaver Valley. Pre-order
your pizza and pick it up fresh every Friday from 5pm to 8pm. Pick ups are on the half-hour. Selections
include Kale-ifornian, Cherry Bomb, Smokey Delight, Pesto Chicken, Tandoori, and Pulled Pork.
Personal size pizzas (8”) are $12. Gluten free crusts $2 extra, and kids’ pizzas (cheese and/or bacon
only) are $2 less. Focaccia-size $30. Call Justin at 705.220.1674 to place order.
235304 Grey Rd. #13, Kimberley, kimberleygeneralstore.ca

MENCHIE’S FROZEN YOGURT
A rotating selection of eclectic frozen yogurt flavours, every topping under the sun and YOU create your
own masterpiece. At Menchie’s you pay by weight, not by topping, so you indulge just a little....or a lot!
Enjoy everything from fruit to decadent toppings and sauces. Fun and flavor wrapped up into one unique
experience. Gluten-, dairy- and sugar-free options available.
170 Jozo Weider Blvd., Blue Mountain Village (across from Sunset Grill)
menchies.ca
705.446.YUMM
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Daily lunch specials including Chicken
Tinga Tostadas and Carnitas Tacos

bakedandpickled.com

705-607-0707

Like us on facebook, watch our website or contact us for news and updates.

Walk the history and journey of early Black settlers, fugitives
and freed, to this area at Sheffield Park Black History and
Cultural Museum, founded by the late Howard Sheffield. Tour
seven buildings featuring African beginnings, original slave
shackles, underground railroad quilt, great Lakes, pioneer
life and black memorabilia doll house. Open May to October
Tuesday - Saturday 10-4 .

www.sheffieldparkblackhistory.com
519 599 6226
241 Clark Street, Clarksburg
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NORTHWINDS BREWHOUSE & EATERY
The newly opened Northwinds Brewhouse & Eatery produces a locally sourced and seasonally focused
menu paired with globally inspired, handcrafted beers to capture the adventurous spirit of our area.
We are local, independent and driven to exceed guests’ expectations. Come try our Summer menu and
experience the Georgian Bay region’s only brewhouse!
499 First Street (HWY 26) Collingwood
northwindsbrewhouse.com
705.293.6666

OSLERBROOK GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
Fully equipped for fine dining and casual patio service, the Clubhouse is serviced by professional
and friendly staff whose goal is your complete satisfaction. The 12,500 sq. ft. timber, stone and glass
facility blends right into the natural contours of the Escarpment. It exudes the warmth and intimacy of
a mountain chalet and provides elegant dining for up to 150 guests. Enjoy a quiet drink on the patio or a
meal with friends.
2634 Concession 10 N Nottawasaga Rd, Collingwood

PIZZA BURGER,
IT’S NO JOKE!

oslerbrook.com, 800.616.4623

SIDE LAUNCH BREWERY
Stop by and visit this unique craft brewery, retail store, and tasting bar in Collingwood. Enjoy their
German-style wheat beer, award-winning dark lager and pale ale. Also, you’ll never know what they’ll
have brewing as one of their specialty beers.
200 Mountain Rd Collingwood
sidelaunchbrewing.com
705.293.5511

THE CHEESE GALLERY
The Cheese Gallery is a cheese shop and tasting bar nestled within an Art Gallery setting. Their focus
is to provide customers with extraordinary local and international cheeses, locally produced artisan’s
foods, and the talents of a group of artists who work in all media. Drop by to savour the tastes, feel the
energy, and experience the art!
11 Bruce Street S, Thornbury
thecheesegallery.com
519.599.6699

THE LODGE AT BLUE MOUNTAIN
The finest ingredients, sourced locally when possible, come together in the signature recipes
consistently prepared at The Lodge. Breakfast and dinner served daily. Starters include roasted beet
and goat’s cheese salad, panko-crusted brie wedges, decadent lobster poutine, and crab rolls. Entrees
include NY striploin steak dinner, chicken pot pie, braised beef short ribs, and the Lodge Burger. To
accompany your meal, choose a selection for the wine list. Located a short walk from condos and chalets
at the base of Blue.
thelodgeatblue.com, 1.877.368.2583 ext. 215

Watch Sports... Eat Boston’s
Burgers • Ribs • Chicken • Steaks • Pasta • Soup • Salads • Appetizers
9 Beers on Tap • 5 Local Craft Beers

PASTA TUESDAY – Gourmet pastas for $10.99
TUESDAY & THURSDAY – 50¢ wings (bar side only, Collingwood only)
SUNDAY FUNDAY - Music on the patio at 4, Trivia at 8 (Collingwood only)
Special – Buy one large or medium pizza get the 2nd 50% OFF
(take out or delivery)

Dine In • Take Out • Delivery (We deliver to Blue!) • Open Late

THORNBURY BAKERY CAFÉ
Finally a fresh, moist bread that is not only gluten-, dairy- and egg-free, but delicious! Made fresh,
from scratch with quinoa flour, chia seeds and coconut oil (among other things), it truly is a breakthrough in
gluten-free bread. Order it on your favourite sandwich and then pick-up some loaves and buns to take home.
New GF breads – Golden Flax and Cinnamon Raisin!
12 Bruce St. S, Thornbury
thornburybakerycafe.com
519.599.3311
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SPORTS BAR
390 First St, Collingwood

+1(705)443-8776

311 Main Street, Wasaga Beach

+1(705)429-8646
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August 1-3, 2015. A
multi-recreational,
free, family event
celebrating the joy
of being in, on, and
around the water while
commemorating the
unique shipbuilding
heritage of
Collingwood. Activities
span the arts, culture,
sport, and recreation.
www.sidelaunchdays.ca
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Midweek Musical
Wednesdays

Every Wednesday at noon,
head over to Sheffer Court
for a pairing of delicious
local food and live
music. In the evenings
starting at 6:00 p.m.,
visit the Collingwood
Museum for live music.
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Collingwood Museum for
Jazz and Blues at the
Station.
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By Dan Rubinstein
Most mornings, my daughters and I walk to their school. It is half a
mile from our house. Twelve hundred and fifty footsteps. It is often my
favourite 15 minutes of the day.

Fraternal twins, removed from the territorial
battles of home, travelling together through a
confusing world.
There are no sidewalks the first three blocks, wide residential streets with
little traffic. Maggie and Daisy rescue worms from the road after spring
rains and, in winter, balance atop plow-packed ridges of snow. We scan
the treetops for cardinals and crows, or kick skittering pucks of ice. The
girls pepper me with questions: about the rainbow of signs that sprout
during election campaigns, about the rocks and minerals embedded in

the asphalt, about bullies and bragging, and the utility of homework. I
answer with tangents and wordplay. Maggie and Daisy roll their eyes at
my dad jokes, then unleash their own stream-of-consciousness humour.
I tell them stories about my childhood, and they reciprocate with
revelations about emotions and encounters heretofore shrouded by
youthful secrecy or the distracting cornucopia of all that transpires in a
day. When they’re not sparring with words or fists, or words about each
other’s fists, or attempting to sing pop songs louder than one another,
the girls speak to each other with familial tenderness. Fraternal twins,
removed from the territorial battles of home, travelling together through
a confusing world. Our conversations flutter like butterflies, bobbing
unpredictably along a boundless path.
Excerpted from Born to Walk: The Transformative Power of a
Pedestrian Act © Dan Rubinstein, 2015. Published by ECW Press,
ecwpress.com, borntowalk.org

Harbourfront Trails
Discover the beauty
of South Georgian Bay
as you stroll along
the many harbourfront
trails. Insider’s tip!
Millennium Park and
Sunset Point Park are
perfect places to watch
the sun set over
the sparkling
waves.
www.collingwood.ca/
trails
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Galleries & Muse
Learn about our
shipbuilding his
tory at
the Collingwood
Museum.
Admire stunning
artworks
at the Blue Mou
ntain
Foundation for
the Arts,
the Tremont Gal
lery,
the Collingwood
Public
Library, and num
erous
other galleries
and
studios downto
wn.

ums

7

www.collingwooddowntown.com
SIDELAUNCH DAYS & Design is a trademark of the Town of Collingwood.
ELVIS™, ELVIS PRESLEY™, THE KING™ and Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest™ are trademarks of ABG EPE IP LLC. Rights of
Publicity and Persona Rights: Elvis Presley Enterprises, LLC. © 2015 ABG EPE IP LLC
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WATER BOTTLE

$19.99

$10 from every limited edition Camelbak water bottle goes
to the NZ Foundation in support of safety in skiing and cycling

MIS SISSAU G A

T OR ON T O

1945 Dundas St E
905 896 1206

896 Don Mills Rd
416 391 0654

VANCOUVE R
1701 W 3rd Ave
604 738 3715

WHISTLER
4340 Lorimer Rd
604 905 4100

C OL L I N GW OOD
445 First St
705 445 9777

